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THE COLLECTED
COLLECTEDEDITION
THE
EDITIONOF
OF
THE WORKS
WORKSOF
OF FREDERICK
FREDERICK
THE
DELIUS
DELIUS
Editor-inChief,
Chiet Sir
Sir Thomas
ThomasBeecham,
Editor-in
Bart,
Beecham,
Bart,CH
CH
Issuedin
in conjunction
conjunction
withthe
Issued
with
theDelius
DeliusTrust
Tiust
The survival,
survival, success
successor
or otherwise
otherwise of
of aa composer's
The
composer's works
works may
may depend
depend on
on aa
variety of
factors. In
of factors.
In Delius's
Delius's case
case his
his reputation
variety
reputation may
may fairly
fairly be
be said
said to
to have
have
restedduring
during his
his lifetime
lifetime -- and
good number
and for
for aagood
rested
number of
yearsafterwards
of years
afterwards-- on
on the
the
shouldersof
olone
person,Sir
Sir Thomas
Thomas Beecham.
Beecham.Such
one person,
shoulders
Suchaa statement
statementis
is of
of course
coursean
an
over-simplificationand
and immediately
immediatelyopen
over-simplification
open to
others like
tochallenge.
challenge.Had
Haclnot
notothers
like Hans
Hans
Haym and
and Fritz
Fritz Cassirerdone
Cassirerdonepioneeringworkbefore
Haym
pioneering work before Beecham
Beechamhad
had even
evenheard
heardaa
note of
Delius? But the
of Delius?
the fact
fact remains
remains that in
note
in England, through concert
concert
performances, broadcasts
broadcasts and
and gramophone recordings,
performances,
recordings, it was
was Beecham
Beecham more
more
anyone else
elsewho repeatedly
repeatedly kept the
the music alive
than anyone
alive before
before the
the public. A close
close
friendofthecomposer,
fromhis
firsthearingofa
ofthe composer, from
his first
hearing ofa Delius work
he recognised
close
friend
workhe
recognisedaaclose
the spirit ofthe
of the music,
music. and he set
affinity with the
setabout to use
usehis wealth
wealth and position
it. What is
is sometimes
sometimesoverlooked
overlooked but which has
to promote it.
perhaps greater
has perhaps
greaterlonghe was able
able to adviseJelka
adviseJelka Delius on establishing
term importance, hewas
establishing aa Trust in her
husband'smemory.
memory.
husband's
SinceBeecham's
deathin 1961,
1961,ithas fallen
fallen to
'sdeath
others totakeupthecause.Itwasa
SinceBeecham
toothers
totake upthecause.Itwasa
of fate that he should not have
have lived for Delius's Centenary.
cruel twist offate
Centenary. At the time
there was
wassome
some feelingthatDelius's
feeling th at Delius's music would fade
there
fade away once its champion
ch ampion was
was
no
longer alive.
alive. This
This has,
of course,
course,been proved to be far from the case.
no longer
has, of
And yet
case.And
when
Rudolf Kempe was
when RudolfKempe
was invited to learn and direct nearly all the major
major scores
scoresfor
the Centenaryconcerts
Centenary concerts in
in Bradford
Bradford and London,
London, he subsequentlyreturnedtobut
subsequently returned to but
a handful
them. Why
handful of
ofthem.
Why is that this music, so beloved of
ofsuch
figures as
as Beecham.
Beecham,
such figures
Schuricht.
Handley and Hickox
Hickox should
should
Schuricht, Barbirolli,
Barbirolli, Sargent.
Sargent, Groves,
Groves, Mackerras, Handley
bevirtuallyabsentfromthe
reportoireofthelikesofKarajan, Furtwangler.Walter.
bevirtuallyabsentfromthereportoireofthelikesofKarajan,Furtwangler.Walter,
Solti,
Solti, Tennstedt
Tennstedt and
and Previn?
One
One of
of Beecham's
Beech am's great legacies
legacies has been to create
create a performing
performing tradition
tradition for
for
Delius's
ofcourse, the only
only way that itit can be played,
played, but one that met
Delius's music.
music. Not,
Not, ofcourse,
with
of the composer. IfIf the secrets
secrets of
of Beecham's
Beecham's
with the whole-hearted approval
approval of
interpretations
at has
can at
at all
all be
be passed
passed on.
on, then
then th
that
has to
to be
be done
done through
through the
the printed
printed
interpretations can
score.
score. His
His recorded
recorded performances,
performances, valuable
valuable though
though they
they may
may be,
be, furnish
furnish the
the end
end
result
obtaining it.
result rather
rather than
than the
the means
means of
ofobtaining
it. All
All the
the more
more need
need therefore
therefore for
for aa trust
trust
to
promote the
the music,
music, aa trust
trust whose
whose purpose
purpose -- in
in addition
addition to
to the
the promotion
promotion of
of
to promote
recordings
recordings and
and performances
performances -- is,
is,underthe
under the termsofJelka's
terms ofJelka'swill,'thepublication
will, 'the publication
and
and issue
issue of
of aa uniform
uniform edition
edition of
of the
the whole
whole body
body of
of the
the works
works ..... under
under the
the
editorship
ofSirThomas
Sir Thomas Beecham,
Beecham, Bart.'
Bart.'
editorship of
There
There is
is little
little need
need here
here to
to outline
outline the
the work
work of
of the
the Delius
Delius Trust.
Trust. For
For years
years
one
one has
has been
been grateful
grateful to
to see
see its
its name
name linked
linked directly
directly to
to aa recording
recording or
or aa
performance
performance which
which might
might never
never have
have taken
taken place
place without
without its
its financial
financial support.
support.
The
The Trust's
Trust's help
help has
hasbeen
been widespread
widespread and
and varied.
varied. and
and ititwould
would be
be ungrateful
ungrateful not
not
to
many years
years towards
towards the
the
to acknowledge
acknowledge here
here its
its generous
generous assistance
assistance for
for many
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production of
production
Society's Journal.
Journal. More
More recently it has
has become more
of our Society's
single-minded and its chief
chief aim the fulfilment
fulfilment of
of Jelka's
Jelka's wish, the
completion
completion of
of the Collected Edition.
The first
1951:Appalachia.
frrst volumes of
of the Collected Edition
Edition appeared
appeared in 1951:
Appalachia,
years
Sea
Beecham's death
death ten years
Seo Drift and the Piano Concerto. By the time of
of Beecham's
progressed much furth~r.
further. It was
was not until
until the 1970s,
later the project had not progressed
1970s.
projects involving
was less
when the Trust
involving
Tiust was
less committed
committed to certain costly projects
public performances,
performances, that the Edition
recordings
Edition was
was fully addressed,
recordings and public
addressed. a
plan drawn up and funds allocated.
has brought his unique
allocated. Eric Fenby has
knowledge to a number
number of
of scores,
scores. but the supervision of
of the whole project
person.
has been the undertaking
undertaking of
of one other person.
If
was the torch-bearer during
during his life-time, then all credit for
If Sir Thomas was
the completion of
truly Herculean task begun by Beecham is due to
of this truly
has seen
Robert Threlfall. It
It is he who has
seen each
each issue
issue of
of the Collected Edition
Edition
press. Even as
(which totals
these
totals 50
50 volumes) through to the press.
as one handles these
magnificent
magnificent clean scores,
scores. it is difficult
difficult to appreciate
appreciate the many hours of
of
gone into their preparation.
painstaking work
work that has
has gone
A
A brief
brief word would be appropriate here
here on the scores
themselves in this
scores themselves
Edition, a number
number of
of which
which have been completely re-engraved.
re-engraved. Each is a
possible to the composer's
clear text that corresponds
closely as
composer's final
corresponds as
as closely
as possible
possible the revised
revised dynamics as
intentions and which
which incorporates where possible
as
suggested
Beecham. (Here should be dispelled
suggestedby Beecham.
dispelled the erroneous
erroneous belief once
'Beecham
current that a 'Beecham edition' involved alteration of
notes. His
of the actual notes.
editing concerned dynamics only.) There is no typographical distinction
distinction
between
between these
these new modifications
modifications and corrections
corrections and what appeared
appeared in
particular alteration has
indication as
earlier editions,
editions. no indication
as to how
how a particular
has been
arrived at.
at. Such matters
matters have
have been
been fully explained in Robert Threlfall's
(1990) which should be read
Editorial Report
read in conjunction
Report (1990)
conjunction with a given
score.
In the Report
Repon each
score. In
each volume of
of the Collected Edition
Edition is discussed
discussed in
turn,
turn. first listing the various sources
sources consulted
consulted (original MSS,
MSS. printed scores,
scores.
parts. vocal scores,
printed orchestral
introduction
scores. etc.),
etc.). and then, after an introduction
orchestral parts,
particular score,
outlining
outlining the problems peculiar to that particular
score. each
each textual
alteration or addition
addition is explained. The following
following samples
samples taken at randon
from the notes
Paris may make this clearer
notes on Volume 23b
23b Paris
reader:
clearer to the reader:

(the left-hand column
colurnn figures refer
refer to cue
cue and bar numbers):
20-2
20-2

All
All the 1st
Ist violins should retain the octave
throushout the 3
octave sign
sisn throughout
(as in the
bars
bars (as
the MS).

21
2l

Here the 1st
Ist edition reads
reads as
regards the cor anglais
as the MS as
as regards
anglais and
Ist clarinet. EF has
has apparently disentangled
1st
disentangled the parts successfully,
successfully,
(concert) to the clarinet; he
however,
however. restoring the trill
trill on G (concert)
likewise transferred the semiquavers
2l +
semiquavers at 21
+ 4 from cor anglais
anglais to
clarinet.

5)

22 +
+ 9 EF is surely correct to indicate the change to piccolo at this
point. though both MS and 1st
point,
Ist edition are
are unclear as
as to this.
this.
23

(? by Hans
The harps,
harps. mf
mf in MS,
MS. were marked
marked up (?
Hans Haym)
Haym) to If,
ff, and
so
Ist edition; TB let this stand.
so it appears
appears in the 1st
stand. His added
parts, not his score)
dynamics (found in
in his parts,
score) have now
now been
incorporated here;
here; except
that. at 24-1,
except that,
24-1. he deleted
deleted the f to the
gruppetto but made no alternative
alternative suggestion.
suggestion.

possible here
It is
is hardly
hardly possible
here to do full justice to the Collected Edition. Its
performance, not
completion
completion creates
creates a much
much healthier
healthier climate
climate for De1ius
Delius performance,
just
just with the use
use of
of correct scores
also through the wider dissemination
scores but also
of
less accessible.
of some
some that have been hitherto less
accessible. One can merely express
express
admiration
Delius Trust,
Tiust, and to Robert Thre1fall
Threlfall in
in
admiration and gratitude to the Delius
particular for all the work
gone into it,
particular
work that has
has gone
il and recommend the
Editorial Report
Report as
Delians concerned as
as essential
essential reading to all serious
serious De1ians
as
much with the letter as
as with the spirit of
of the score.
score.

THE
THE COLLECTED
EDITION OF
COLLECTEDEDITION
THE
OF THE
WORKS
FREDERICKDELIUS
DELIUS
WORKSOF
OF FREDERICK
I: Dramatic
Dramatic works

Vol.
xl Innelin
(Beecham)
*1
Irmelin (Beecham)
*2 The
(Del Mar)
*2
The Magic
Mogic Fountain (Del
Mar)
*3 Koanga (Beecham/Fenby)
(Beecham/Rnby)
*3
*4 A Village
*4
Wlloge Romeo
Romeo and
ond Juliet (Beecham)
*5 Margot
(Fenby)
*5
Margot la
Ia Rouge (Fenby)
(Beecham/Fenby)
6 Fennimore
Fennimore and Gerda
Gerda (Beecham/Fenby)
(Beecham/Fenby)
7 Folkeraadet
FoI keraadet (Beecham/Fenby)
(Beecham)
8 Hassan
Hassan (Beecham)

B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H
B&H

8549
8549
7930
7930
8807
8807
7452
1452
7476
7476
8167
8167
8260
8260
7938
7938

11:
II: Works for voices
voices and orchestra
*9a Appalachia (Beecham) (revised edition)
*9a
edition)
*9b
*9b Sea
Drift (Beecham) (revised edition)
Sea Drift
edition)
*10 A Mass
*10
Mass of
of Life (Beecham)
t1la Songs
*lla
Songsof
of Sunset
Sunset(Beecham)
*llb The
(Beecham)
*11b
The Song of
of the High
High Hills
Hills (Beecham)
12a
l2a An Arabesque
Arabesque(Beecham)
(Beecham)
12b
l2b Requiem (Beecham)
(Fenby)
Ba
l3a Songs
Songs of
of Farewell (Fenby)
*l3b Prelude and
(Fenby)
*Bb
ond Idyll
Idyll (Fenby)

B&H
8246
B&H 8246
B&H
B & H 8153
8153
B&H 7919
1919
UE
18446
uE 18446
UE
17988
uE 17988
B&H
B&H 7941
7941
B&H
B&H 8245
8245
B&H 7939
7939
B&H
B&H 7940
7940
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III: Works
Works for
for solo
voiceand
Ill:
solo voice
and orchestra
orchestra
(melodrama)
14 Paa
Paa Vidderne
Wdderne(melodrama)
14

B&H
8166
B&H 8166

l5a Songs
with orchestra,
part 1I (Fenby)
(Fenby)
Songswith
orchestra,
part
S&B
15a
8658
S&BB658
Th,ilightFancies.
Fancies,Wine
WineRoses.
Roses,
TheBird's
Twilight
The
Bird'sStory
Story
Throughlong.
long,long
IongYears.
Years,Summer
Through
SummerNights,
Nights,Let
Let Springtime
Spingtime come
come
l5b Songs
with orchestra,
Songswith
part22 (Beecham/Fenby)
(Beecham/Fenby)
orchestra,part
15b
SilkenShoes.
Shoes,
TheViolet.
Violet,Irmelin
Irmelin Rose,
Silken
The
Cynara.
Rose,
Cynara,
TheSeraglio
SeraglioGarden.
Garden,AA Late
Late Lark.
Lark, Sakuntala
The
Sakuntala

B&H
B&H 7759
77Sg

16 Settings
Settingsof
of Tennyson's
Tennyson'sMaud
Moud
16
Birds in
in the
the high
high Hall-garden.
Hall-garden, I was
Birds
waswalking
walking aa mile.
mile,
Go not.
noL happy
happyday.
day,Rivulet
Rivuletcrossing
ground,
Go
crossingmy
my ground.
Comeinto
thegarden.
garden,Maud
into the
Come

B&H
B&H 8249
8249

IV: Works
Worksfor
for unaccompanied
unaccompanied
IV:
voices,
voices,etc.
etc.
17 Part
Part songs
songs
17
B&H 7942
7942
Craig Ddu.
On Craig
Ddu, Wanderer's
Wanderer'sSong.
Song,Midsummer
On
MidsummerSong.
Song,
Twosongs
songsto
to be
be sung
sung of a summer
summernight
Two
night on
on the
the water.
woter,
The Splendour
Splendourfalls on
on Castle
Walls,Two
The
for children
CastleWalls.
Twosongs
songsfor
children
(Supplement):Six
Six early
early part
-- (Supplement):
part songs
TP/N
songs
Tp/N
Durch
Durch den
den wald.
wald An den
den Sonnenschein,
Sonnenschein. Ave
Ave Maria,
Maria. Sonnenscheinlied.
Sonnenscheinlied
Frilhlingsanbruch,
FrUhlingsanbruch. Her ute
ute skal gildet
gildet staa
staa

V: Songs
Songs with
with pianoforte
pianoforte accompaniment
accompaniment
l8a
18a Twenty-two
Twenty-two songs
songs
S&B 8659
B659
12
12 songs
songs hitherto uncollected,
uncollected, Five songs
songs from the Norwegian,
Norwegian,
Five songs
songs from the Danish
l8b
18b Sixteen
Sixteen songs
songs
B&H 7765
B&H7765
Five
Five songs
songs from the
the Danish,
Danish, Lieder
Lieder nach
nach Gedichtenvon
Gedichten von FrNietzsche.
Fr Nietzsche,
Four
Four Old
Old English
English Lyrics,
Lyrics, Avant
Avant que
que tu
tu ne
ne t'en
t'en ailles
aWes
Appendix:
Appendix: two
two songs
songs
19
19 Nineteen
Nineteen songs
songs (Fenby)
(Fenby)
OUP (ISBN
(ISBN O
0 t9
19 345287
345287 l)1)
OUp
seven
Seven songs
songs from
from the
the Norwegian,
Norwegian, Three
Three songs
songs to
to words
words by
by Shelley,
Shelley,
(4)
(4) Songs
Songs to
to poems
poems by
by verlaine,
Verlaine, (5)
(5) songs
Songs to
to words
words by
by various
various poets
poets
-- Supplement
Supplement to
to Vols
Vols l8
18 a/b
a/b and
and 19:
19:
UE 17429
17428
UE
Four
Four posthumous
posthumous songs
songs to
to words
words by
by Scandinavian
Scandinavian poets
poets
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VI: Works
Works for
for orchestra
VI:
*20
*20 Floida
Florida (Beecham)
(Beecham) (revised edition)
edition)
2la Early
Early orchestral works/1
works/l (Beecham)
2la
Marche Caprice,
Caprice. Summer
Summer Evening
Evening
Marche
2lb Early
Early orchestral works/Il
works/Il (Beecham)
2lb
Ride. Spring
Spring Morning
Morning
Sleigh Ride,
21c EarIy
Early orchestral
orchestral works/Ill
works/Ill
2lc
Idylle de Printemps,
Printemps. La
La Quadroone,
Quadroone. Scheruo
Scherzo
Idylle
Mountains (Beecham)
(Beecham) ptd
and American Rhapsody
Rhapsody
22 On the Mountains
23a
Over the hills and
and far
far away (Beecham)
(Beecham)
23a Over
*23b
*23b Poris
Paris (Beecham)
(Beecham)
24a Life's
Life~' Dance (Fenby)
*24b Brigg Fair
*24b
Fair (Beecham)
(Beecham) (revised edition)
edition)
*25a In a Summer Garden
*25a
(Beecham)
Garden (Beecham)
*25b Dance Rhapsody
Rhapsody no 1I (Beecham)
*25b

B&H
B&H 8322
8322
S&B
S&B 8782
B782
B
& H 8165
8165
B&H
B
& H 8812
B&H
8812
8247
B&H
B&H 8247
GS
GS 81382
81382
uE
UE 19162
19162
S&B
S&B 8676
B676
19247
UE 19241
18807
uE
UE 18807
l88ll
LIE
UE 18811
S&B
S&B 866I
B661

North Country Skaches,
Sketches. Dance Rhapsody no 2,
2.
26 Norrh
Eventyr (Beecham)
27a
S&B
8677
S&B B677
small orchestra (Beecham)
27a Three pieces for small
the River.
River,
On hearing
first Cuckoo in Spring.
Night on
on the
Summer Night
Spring, Summer
heaing the first
A Song before
before Sunrise
(Beecham/Fenby)
27b Miscellaneous
B&H7766
B&H7766
orchestral works (Beecham/Fenby)
Miscellaneous orchestral
Air
Song of
of Summer.
Summer,
Two Aquarelles.
Aquarelles, A Song
Air and Dance.
Dance, Two
Irmelin
Donce
Prelude. Fantastic Dance
Irmelin Prelude.

VD:
VII: Works for solo instruments and orchestra
28
violin and orchestra
Lbgende for violin
orchestra
28 Suite.
Suite, Legende
*29a Piano Concerto
*29a
edition)
Concerto (Beecham) (revised edition)
*29b Cello
(Fenby)
*29b
Eleg (Fenby)
Cello Concerto,
Concerto, Caprice and Elegy
30
Violin Concerto
Concerto (Beecham)
30 Double
Double Concerto, Violin

B&H 7439
7439
B&H
8323
B&H 8323
B&H
B&H 7531
7s31
B&H
8648
S&B
S&BB648

VlD:
etc.
music. etc.
VIII: Chamber music,
31a
B&H 7753
7753
B&H
works for violin
violin ,md
end piano
31a Early works
Romance,
in B.
B, Legende
Ltgende
Romanc4 Sonata
Sonata in
(Beecham)
31b
B&H 7530
7530
piano (Beecham)
B&H
violin and
for violin
and piano
31b Three
Three Sonatas
Sonatas for
3lc
B&H 7754
77s4
piano
B&H
for cello
3lc Works
Works for
cello and
and piano
(Fenby)
Romance,
(Beecham), Caprice
Eleg (Fenby)
and Elegy
Capice and
Romance, Sonata
Sonata (Beecham),
32
S&B
H237
S&BH237
32 String
StringQuartet
Quartet
33
B&H
B&H 7929
1929
piano solo,
33 Works
Works for
for piano
solo,etc.
etc.
Dance
Preludes
Pieces,Three
Three Preludes
Five Piano
Piano Pieces,
Dance for
for Harpsichord,
Harpsichord,Five
Appendix:
etc.
works,fragments,
fragments,etc.
Appendix: early
early works,
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B&H
The Editorial Report
Repon on the Collected
Edition. by Robert Threlfall
Threlfall
Collected Edition,
B&H 8770
8770
is published by the Delius Trust and distributed by Boosey
Boosey &
& Hawkes
( I S B N 0 99502653
502656
3 65)5 )
(ISBN

following fairly
publications. though
though not forming
part of
The following
fairly recent publications,
forming part
of the
particular interest
Collected Edition,
interest to those
those members
Edition, will
will be of
members who enjoy
of particular
studying and savouring Delius's music at the keyboard:
(reprinted 1990)
Songs
UE
Songs of
of Sunset,
Sunset,vocal score
score (reprinted
1990)
18449
UE 18449
Sea
B&H
Drif-t, vocal score
1992)
Sea Drift,
score (new edition,
B&H 1837
1837
edition. entirely
entirely re-engraved 1992)
Margot la Rouge,
8479
Rouge, vocal score
score by Ravel (corrected facsimile of
of DT/B&H
DTIB&}I8479
first edition,
edition. reprinted 1990)
1990)
(3-movementversion,
version. as
performed DT/B&H
Piano Concerto
Concerto in C minor (3-movement
as performed
DT/B&H 8810
8810
publication 1991)
in 1904),
l9M). 2-piano score
score by Julius Buths,
Buths. first publication
l99l)
Poem of
Love, arranged for 2 pianos by H Balfour
Poem
DT/B&H
of Life and Love,
Balfour
DT/B&H 8811
881I
publication 1992
Gardiner, first publication
1992
prefaces in each
(The last two items include lengthy prefaces
each case,
case, covering the
history of
work in some
of the work
some detail.)
detail.)

All enquiries,
enquiries,orders
orders and
requestsfor
prices
and requests
for information
information regarding
regardingcurrent
current prices
publishers concerned,
should
should be
be directed
directed to
to the
the publishers
concerned, as
as indicated
indicated by the
the
general agreement
abbreviations
abbreviations below.
below. Study
Study scores
scores in general
agreementwith the
the text
text of
*: when
the full scores
the
scoreshave
have been
been made
made available
for items
items marked
marked *:
availablefor
when stocks
stocks
policy will be
necessitate
necessitatereprinting,
reprinting. this
this policy
be followed
followed in other
other such
such cases.
cases.

B&H
OUP
GS
GS
S&B
S&B

UE
TP
N

Boosey
Boosey& Hawkes
HawkesMusic
Music Publishers
PublishersLimited,
Limited,
295
295 Regent
RegentStreet,
SJH
Street.London WlR
WIR 8JH
Oxford University
University Press
PressMusic,
Music,
Walton
Walton Street,
Street,Oxford 0X2
OX2 6DP
G Schirmer
SchirmerLimited,
Limited.
8-9
8-9 Frith Street,
Street.London WIV
WTV 5TZ
Stainer
Stainer& Bell
Bell Limited,
Limited.
PO Box
Box 110,
110.Victoria
PO
Victoria House,
House. 23
23 Gruneisen
Gruneisen Road,
Road. London
London N3
N3
IDZ
(London) Limited,
Universal
UniversalEdition
Edition (London)
Limited.
Warwick House,
House,9 Warwick
Warwick
Warwick Street,
Street,London WlR
WIR 5RA
Thames
ThamesPublishing,
Publishing,
14 Barlby
14
Barlby Road,
Road,London
London WI0
WlO 6AR
6AR
Novello
Novello and
and Co.
Co. Ltd,
Borough
Kent
Borough Green,
Green,Sevenoaks,
Kent
Sevenoaks,
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purchase scores,
To assist
those members wishing
wishing to purchase
following price list
assist those
scores, the following
has been compiled from information
information supplied by Boosey
Boosey & Hawkes and
Universal Edition.
Edition. The main
main price refers
refers to the volume in the Collected
Edition.
Edition. In
In those cases
cases where a study or vocal score
score is currently
currently available,
available.
that has
has also
Not all scores
also been included. Not
scores on sale
sale necessarily
necessarily correspond to
would be as
the Collected Edition, and it would
fact by reference
as well to check this fact
reference
purchasers should confirm
to the cover or fly-leaf.
fly-leaf. Intending
Intending purchasers
confirm the relevant
quoted figures with
with the retailer.

1r
3
5
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£150.00
fls0.00 HPS1l84
Hpsll84 £49.50
f49.s0
VS £17.95
£150.00
HPS903
f 150.00
Hps903£39.50
f39.s0vs
ft7.9s
£100.00
HPS1l49 £17.95 VS £14.95
f 100.00Hps1t49ft7.gsvsf
14.9s
£49.50
f49.50

9a
f39.50HPS4l
HPS4I£10.95
f 10.95
9a £39.50
10
HPS879
l0 £150.00
f 150.00
HPS879£32.50
f32.50
llb
UE 17989 £6.00
rrb £25.00
f25.00UE17989f6.00
12b
rzb £19.95
f19.95HPS775
HPS775£6.95
f6.9s
Bb
HPS90l
r3b £14.95
f 14.95
HPS901£8.95
f8.9s
14
14 £49.50
f49.50 15a
l5a £19.50
f19.50
Supp.
f4.95 18a
l8a £9.95
f9.95
Supp. £4.95
20
20 £39.50
f39.50HPS748
HPS748£17.95
fll.95
21b
zlb £14.95
f14.95
22
f29.50
22 £29.50
23b
UE13874£7.50
f30.00UE13874f7.s0
23b £30.00
24b
HPS981 £5.95
24b £20.00
020.00HPS981f5.9s
25b
f5.00
25b £20.00
f20.00UE6908
uE6908£5.00
27a
f9.75
27a £9.75

2
4
6
8

HPSl205
£150.00
f 1s0.00
Hpsl205 £34.95
t34.9sVS
vs £17.95
f17.9s
VS £24.95
£150.00
HPS885
f 1s0.00
Hps88s£39.50
f39.s0vs
f24.9s
£69.50
HPS896 £12.95
f69.s0Hps896
ft2.9s
£125.00HPS916£19.95
f 125.00
HPS9l6f 19.9s

f 19.95
9b
HPS43
VS £7.95
9b £19.95
HPS43£10.95
f l0.95VS
f7.95
Ha
f25.00U818449
f6.00VSf4.90
lla £25.00UEI8449£6.00VS£4.90
12a
rZa £19.95
f19.95HPS909
HPS909£7.50
f1.50
Ba
r3a £12.95
f12.95VS
VS £5.50
fs.50

15b
lib £24.95
f24.95
18b
f9.95
l8b £9.95

16
16 £49.50
f49.50
19
f14.95
19 £14.95

17
17 £10.95
f10.95
Supp.
Supp. £9.50
f9.50

21a
fl0.l5
2la £10.75
21c
f39.50
2lc £39.50
23a
23a £8.95
f8.95
24a
24a £11.95
fIl.95
25a
£5.00
f20.00UE13873
25a £20.00
U813873f5.00
26
26 £39.50
f39.50
27b
27b £12.95
f.12.95

28
29a
f"19.95HPS895
28 £24.95
f24.95
29a £19.95
HPS895£6.95
f6.95
pno.score
29b
f39.50[Cello
HPS910£7.50;
f7.50;pno.
score£5.95J
f5.95]
29b £39.50
ConcertoHPS910
[CelloConcerto
30
30 £25.00
f2s.00
31a
3la £14.95
f14.95

31b
3lb £14.95
f14.95

31c
3lc £9.95
f9.95

Poem
PoemofLife
oflife and
andLove
Love £10.95
f 10.95
pno.
pno.
red.
Piano
vers.l £14.95
f14.95
PianoConcerto
Concerto[2
red.oforig.
of orig.vers.]
[2
Editorial
EditorialReport
Report £19.95
f 19.95

32
32 £9.75
f9.75

33
33 £12.95
f.12.95
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BOOKANDRECORDRE~EWS
BOOK AND RECORD REVIEWS
ARNOLD
youth and
writings. edited
ARNOLD BAX Farewell.
Farev,ell.my
my youth
and other
other WrItIngs,
edited by Lewis
Lewis
plates and
Foreman.
l92pp. with
with 72
Foreman.192pp.
72 plates
and 6 illustrations
illustrationsin the
the text.
text. Scolar
Press
Scolar Press
£27.50.
f21.50.
'Youth

'Youth is a strange
strange time. and the stuff of
of Youth is stranger'
stranger' run the opening
years before
words to a justly
justly famous book
book first published seven
seven years
before Bax's
Bax's
'For
'Youth
autobiography. 'For
some:
of Life:.
some,' it continues,
continues. 'Youth is the playtime of
Life; for
painful awakening to the sense
others,
sense of
of our
others, Youth is the gradual and painful
heritage.' Bax must surely have read Delius as
as I knew him. Just
Just as
as surely
have been stirred by these
would
would he have
these sentiments.
sentiments. Yet the pain for him
was
him was
more specifically that of
of growing old. Of
college days
we find him
him
Of his college
days we
'When
writing: 'When
I was
was young I was
was thankful
thankful for youth and could have
have
shouted for joy
joy in my consciousness
consciousness of
of it -- and indeed,
indeed. in my music,
music, I
'teens
frequently
. . . I longed to be twenty-two
twenty-two and to remain
frequently did
did so.
so. In
In my 'teens ...
remain
at that age
age for ever,
sure even
60J that I was
was not right.'
ever, and I am not sure
even now lat
[at 60J
providing the music for
Sadly,
nearest he came to Peter
Peter Pan was
was providing
Sadly, the nearest
J.
Truth about Russian
The Truth
Russian Dancers.
Dancers.
J. M. Barrie's play The
'the
Then
Then there
there was
was 'the lovely,
lovely, bewitching
bewitching entanglement of
of sex!
sex! It
[t was
was all
about us.
us. Its unseen
unseen meshes
meshes were
were electric
electric in the air through which we
we
'a
moved ...
. . . 0
O youth! youth!' Poor Bax! In a brief
brief attachment with 'a tall,
tall.
'penetrated
calm-eyed
Dresden. he 'penetrated into a
calm-eyed Scandinavian girl' he met in Dresden,
peace and contentment' he never
fastness
fastness of
of peace
never since
since attained.
three
attained. Two or three
'a
years later he pursued
pursued'a'a golden Roussalka'
years
Roussalka' across
across Russia
Russia in what proved 'a
disastrous
adventure'.
humiliating
women
disastrous and humiliating
adventure'. It seems
seems that such
such women
represented
*
represented for him, as
as he once expressed
expressed in the poem A Summer
Summer memory,
memory,*
'a
'lovely
phantasy'. bringing
'a
life-long phantasy',
passionate bitterness'.
bringing him
him 'lovely pain and passionate
bitterness'.
But not all is lost loves.
This. the most delightful and frank of
loves. This,
of
autobiographies,
series of episodes
episodes that provide a rare
rare
autobiographies, is an enchanting series
glimpse of
of a musician's life from around the turn of
of the century.
century. There is
Ba,x's
Yeats, his mixing
Bax's Celtic awakening through the poetry of
of Yeats,
mixing in Irish
pen-name of Dermot O'Byrne,
circles
circles under the pen-name
O'Byrne. and ending with Bax
among the faery
transcience or perhaps
perhaps a
faery hills experiencing a vision of
of transcience
premonition in the Dublin
premonition
Dublin of
1912 that Ireland would
would never
of 1912
never again be the
same
are thumb-nail
thumb-nail sketches
same for him. There are
sketches of
of Mackenzie,
Mackenzie. Sibelius,
Sibelius.
Sch6nberg,
Schonberg, Debussy and a visit to Elgar at Birchwood. There is Beecham
and the famous performance of
of Holbrooke's Apollo and the
the Seaman,
the
Seaman, the
launch of
League in which
which both Elgar and Delius showed a
of the Musical
Musical League
('Ah
presidential interest,
interest, the latter inviting
inviting Bax to supper in Hampstead ('Ah
hope ye don't mind
mind a cold collation'), and many other riches.
riches.
Arnold
Arnold was equally
as a writer
writer as
who
equally well equipped
equipped as
as his brother
brother Clifford
Clifford who
illuminating biographical
provides a new and illuminating
biographical foreword.
foreword. Those who already
possessa copy of
possess
1943 in accordance
accordance
of the original slender volume printed in 1943
'war
with 'war
economy
economy standard'
this new
standard' should
should not overlook
overlook this
new edition.
edition. Not only are
are
pages of
(where originally
there
there now over seventy
there was
was none)
seventy pages
of illustrations (where
originally there
pages of
but there
there are
are also
superb explanatory endnotes
also thirteen pages
of superb
endnotes by the
the editor,
generally providing
Lewis
Foreman, unravelling
unravelling the
pseudonyms and generally
Lewis Foreman,
the occasional
occasional pseudonyms
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information. An extra
scholarly background information.
extra bonus is
is an appendix of
nineteen essays
nineteen
essaysby Bax (and two interviews
interviews with him) on such
such subjects
subjects as
as
E. J.
J. Moeran,
Moeran. Vaughan Williams, Elgar,
E.
Elgar, Richard Strauss
Strauss and Henry Wood,
Wood.
'A
pieces of autobiography,
concluding with two further
further pieces
concluding
autobiography, one of them 'A radio
'Scarcely
self-portrait' from 1949.
1949. 'Scarcely ever
years,' that piece
self-portrait'
piece ends
ever in later years,'
ends
'have
significantly,
significantly, 'have I been tempted to seek
seek again the ivory
ivory tower of
of my
even if
if I could find my way there.'
youth, even
there.' Had he
witnessed Ken Russell's
he witnessed
Russell's
years, he
recent distortion on television
television of his later years,
recent
he might well have
have been
been
driven to seek
seek such aa refuge.
refuge. We are
faced with no such problems
are faced
problems in
Farewell,my youth with its
Farewell.
its refreshing sincerity. Like Eric Fenby's book, Bax's
has achieved
achieved the status
has
status of aa classic
classic in its
its field,
field, especially
especially deserving
deserving in this
handsome new edition.
S.F.S.L.
S.F.S.L.

** Dermot O'Byrne: Selected
Selected poems of
Amold Bax, edited by Lewis
of Arnold
Foreman. Thames Publishing
Publishin g 1979.pp.24-5.
Foreman.
1979.pp.24-5.

CAPNOL FOR MOTHER:
MOTHER: A Memoir
CAPRIOL
family by his
Memoir of
Peter Warlock
Worlock and his family
of Peter
son Nigel Heseltine.
pages of
Heseltine. 176pp,
l76pp, with
with 16
l6 pages
son
illustrations. Thames
of illustrations.
f8.95
Publishing £8.95

This entertaining but tantalising book demands that the reader
places an
reader places
degree of
of trust in its author. The Introduction
unusual degree
Introduction begs
begs as
as much when
'Every
writes: 'Every family
family has
has its secrets.
he writes:
secrets.Ours were
were contained in a mass
mass of
of
letters, wills, birth
birth and death certificates,
letters,
certificates, and other documents in the deep
deep
right-hand drawer of
lower right-hand
of my grandmother's desk.
desk. . . I read all these
these
grandmother spent weeks
papers. Later my grandmother
weeks destroying them all before she
papers.
she
died. It
It is from this drawer that comes
died.
comes the material which
which no biographer
biographer
ever saw or knew about.
about. So
So no one need
need contest
ever
contest my sources,
which no
sources, which
exist except
except in my memory.'
longer exist
Heseltine, now
now in his late seventies,
seventies, a son of
Nigel Heseltine,
of that enigmatic figure
widely known
known as
as Peter Warlock,
Warlock, started this book
more widely
book in
in 1956
1956 when
when his
grandmother had been dead some
years. But
some thirteen years.
grandmother
But memories of
of
'fresh'.
'still
conversations with
with her were still 'fresh'. At
At that time he 'still possessed
conversations
possessed
letters', some of
diaries, notebooks and letters',
which were sent to the British
of which
British
'Much
Library. Then
Then comes
comes another blow: 'Much was
was destroyed
Library.
destroyed or disappeared
disappeared in
in
Madagascar after the 1972
1972 coup d'etat
d'6tol or
or was eaten by
Madagascar
by rats'.
rats'. A
A nice touch
that, rats.
rats. The book, eventually completed in
in 1991,
1991,could not see
see the light
light of
of
day'until
day
'until certain people were dead'.
dead'.
None
None of
of the letters substantially
substantially quoted from
from is dated, and
and they are
devoid
of footnotes. Not
Not the greatest
greatest of
of sins, but
but then
then neither
neither are any
any
devoid of
inaccuracies
inaccuracies corrected. We read (p.43)
(pA3) of
of Uncle
Uncle Joe
Joe (who
(who lived at Marlotte.
Marlotte,
'Norwegian-Jew
near Grez)
. . . educated at Harrod.
Grez) describing
describing Delius
Delius as
as a 'Norwegian-Jew ...
Harrow'.
A
on p.58 might
might helpfully
helpfully have pointed
pointed out
out that
that Delius
Delius
A footnote
footnote to the letter
letter on
did not conduct
conduct at Birmingham
Birmingham (the work
work in
in question
question was Sea
Sea Drift), and
that
that Philip
Philip did
did in
in fact, contrary
contrary to the wishes of
of his spiritual
spiritual guardian,
guardian, not
not
only
only go to that
that Festival but
but he stayed at the same hotel
hotel as
as Delius,
Delius, played
played
through
transcription of
him his transcription
of In oa summer garden.
garden, and also made
through with
with him
the acquaintance of
of Balfour
Balfour Gardiner.
Gardiner.
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To
fair, this book does
does not set
To be fair,
set out to be
be objective
objective biography. It
It is
is very
personal memoir, its
much aa personal
its strengths
strengths being the
the illuminating
illuminating details
details of
family background to which the author has
has had privileged access.
access.Philip
Philip
was only three
three when his father died,
was
died. but his determined mother saw
saw aa
him in the
career
career for him
the Civil Service
after attending Eton and Oxford. To both
Service after
these educational institutions he
he was
of these
was quite unsuited and,
and. uncertain
himself of which
which future path to tread,
himself
tread, he fell under
under the sway
sway of several
several
persuasive personalities,
personalities, amongst
amongst them Delius, Cecil Gray,
persuasive
Gray. van Dieren and
Lawrence, each
whom met with his mother's
D. H. Lawrence,
each of whom
mother's strong disapproval.
disapproval.
'most
Although she
she called on Delius and found him 'most kind and talkative' the
Although
day before
before the celebrated
celebrated 1911
1911 Queen's
Hall concert at which the young
Queen's Hall
Philip first met his idol, she
Philip
she was
was soon
the help of aa clergyman to
soon to enlist the
try to steer
steer her son
son away from his influence, unsuccessfully
unsuccessfully as
as it turned out
Bart6k later replaced
replaced Delius in Heseltine's
of course.
course. Bartok
Heseltine's affections.
of
affections. (That
is well documentated in Malcolm
Malcolm Gillies' Bartok
friendship, incidentally, is
Ban6k in
Britain,Oxford
1989.)
Britain,
Oxford 1989.)
authclr saw his father perhaps only a dozen times.
times. In
In unravelling
unravelling the
The author
parenthood. he takes
takes us
us on a mystery
mystery trail of his own parenthood,
truth of
an
masked ball might be a more apt analogy -- through Philip's
Elizabethan masked
'celebrated
(the author's
affairs. not least
least with a woman
woman (the
various affairs,
author's mother) 'celebrated in
London artistic circles
whose identity the reader
circles under the name of Puma' whose
London
reader
discover for himself
himself in a photograph caption. The
is curiously left to discover
does at times
times make the trail difficult
occasionally convoluted narrative does
difficult to
Indeed. near the bottom of
p.158 the identities of
of p.158
follow. Indeed,
of Bartok
Bart6k and
('..... whom
entangled. And
And why is one Swiss
whom we will
will
Heseltine become entangled.
Swiss girl C
call Mademoiselle Baillot')
Baillot') given what one assumes
protective
assumes to be a protective
name. while her compatriot,
pseudonym that is in fact her real name,
compatriot. a more
some amorous skulduggery
skulduggery -- also
also bearing a child
central figure in some
child by
without any identity whatsoever?
Heseltine -- remains without
whatsoever? Juliette
Juliette Baillot, later
Mrs Julian
Julian Huxley,
Huxley, in
in her autobiography
autobiography Leaves
gives no
Mrs
Leaves of
of the Tulip Tree
Ti,eegives
apparent close friend
friend of
of hers,
hers, merely writing
writing of
whole
clue to this apparent
of the whole
'I
incident that '} learnt he had a mistress
mistress who was pregnant with his child'.
incident
secrecy have Elizabeth Poston (who died in 1987)
Does further secrecy
1987)
as'Katherine'?
masquerading as
'Katherine'?
This book
book seems
seems to have provided
This
provided a suitable opportunity
opportunity for settling some
'rats'
scores with a number
number of
tale, amongst them Cecil
old scores
of real-life 'rats' in the tale,
'an
alleged friend of
of my father ...
. . . whose talents limited
Gray, 'an alleged
limited him
him to the
rank
rank of
of near-buffoon'. Nigel Heseltine is clearly wreaking revenge
revenge on
on Gray
Gray
'split-personality'
for
for his Warlock
Warlock biography
biography in
in which
which the 'split-personality' theory
theory was
proposed, the very book
book about
about which
which he had been warned
warned that
that were he to
read it his life
life would
would be ruined.
ruined. But
But the real coup de
de thbitre
theatre is reserved
reserved until
until
the final
when van Dieren, as
as the sole
sole beneficiary in
in Heseltine's
Heseltine's will,
will,
final page
page when
'suicide'.
is linked
linked with
with the 'suicide'. He, a collector of
of poisons who, as
as an 'expert
'expert
toxicologist
substances leave no trace after death',
toxicologist would
would have known
known what
what substances
is,
is, itit seems,
seems, finally
finally unmasked. Mr
Mr Poirot's Fancy?
Fancy?
The
The text would
would have benefited
benefited from
from a strong editorial
editorial hand
hand to iron
iron out
out a
number
number of
of other small
small but
but not insignihcant
insignificant errors,
errors, with
with the much
much related
case
case of
of whisky
whisky in
in its retelling
retelling seeming to change country
country of
of origin,
origin, with
with
Heseltine's
Heseltine's Maori
Maori factotum at Eynsford becomine
becoming Tom Collins
Collins instead of
of Hal
Hal

13
13
'Glue-Pot'

the 'Glue-Pot' beloved
Collins, with the
beloved of Queen's
Hall regulars
regulars here
here identified
identifred
Queen's Hall
'The
'The
as
persistent
as The Cock Inn' and not 'The George',
George', and with Uncle Joe's
Joe's persistent
the poet
poet Alan
mis-spelling of the
Alan Seeger
Seeger being carried through into the
the index
given correctly
but given
correctly in the
the photograph section.
section. One mystery
mystery at
least can
at least
probably be solved.
reference'Koonga
probably
'Koanga going strong' is
solved. The reference
is surely to Delius's
jackdaw of that name and not to the opera.
tame jackdaw
opera.
Read with caution, Delians will find this book of much interest,
Read
interest and if
if
some
some of the excitement
excitement has
has been
been spoiled
spoiled by the denouement
d6nouement being given
away here,
here, still to be
be enjoyed
enjoyed is Joe
Joe Heseltine's
Heseltine's account of Delius being
spied
S.F.S.L.
spied upon at Grez!
Grezt
S.F.S.L.

Village Romeo
DELIUS: A Village
Romeo aild
DELIUS:
atd Juliet.
Juliet Soloists:
Soloists: Dennis
Dennis Dowling,
Dowling, Frederick
Frederick
Margaret Ritchie, Rene
Sharp, Margaret
Ren6 Soames,
Soames, Dorothy
Dorothy Bond, Lorely
Lorely Dyer,
Gordon
Gordon Clinton. Recorded
Recorded No
No 1I Studio,
Studio, Abbey Road,
Road. London
London May
May and
(baritone). Recorded
1948. Sea
Sea Drift.
Drifi. Gordon
July 1948.
Gordon Clinton
Clinton (baritone).
Recorded January 1951.
1951.
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Both with Chorus and Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham. EMI
EMI CMS764386-2.
CMST&386-2.22 CDs. Total playing time
Beecham.
time 124.15.
124.15.
How many
many members remember
remember those two brown
How
brown Delius
Delius Fellowship
Fellowship
volumes that were the original
release of
original release
of this now
now classic recording? It was
reissued on LP in 1979
reissued
1919 in the second
second of
of the World
World Records
Records boxed sets,
sets.and
now it emerges
emerges again on CD. No-one who owned either of
those earlier
of those
releasescould fail to be moved by Or
Dr Fenby's
Fenby's wonderful
wonderful description in the
releases
'If
notes of
bars: 'If ever
of the closing bars:
accompanying notes
there were
were moments when
ever there
expressesthe inexpressible
inexpressible in words they are
these, as
music expresses
are these,
as the orchestra
orchestra
rises to a climactic chord, the boat sinks,
sinks, and all is calm.' Happily,
rises
Happily, his notes
notes
reprinted in this latest set.
are reprinted
set. As one who came to the music of
are
of Delius
Delius
through those Delius
Delius Fellowship
Fellowship volumes,
volumes. especially with
with endless
through
endless replayings
Scene, I must come clean and declare
of the Wedding Scene,
of
declare a certain lack of
of
impartiality in reviewing
reviewing its latest appearance.
appearance.
impartiality
Don't be put off
off by the curiously pinched sound of
Don't
of the opening. This very
settles down to a magical transfer.
transfer. Here is one recording that has been
soon settles
Marti's voice is extraordinarily
much enhanced by transfer to CD. Marti's
extraordinanly life-like.
virtually eliminated
quality of
eliminated and, considering
Surface noice has been virtually
considering the quality
of
original, this is a quite remarkable
remarkable transformation.
transformation. For most of
the original,
of the time
would be excused for thinking
thinking the recording
recording originated
the listener would
from
originated from
picking up a suppressed
tape, so
so clean is the sound,
sound, picking
tape,
suppressed cough in
in Scene
Scene 1
I at
and elsewhere
elsewhere studio squeaks that went unnoticed
unnoticed before. How
well
7'30" and
How well
bass clarinet sounds
4. What
sounds in Scene
Scene 4.
What dates
the bass
dates this performance is the
even so the voices
have an individual
singing, but even
voices !lave
individual character that one misses
misses
today.
today.
(Marti) was the Dark
Frederick Sharp (Marti)
Dark Fiddler
Fiddler in
in the second
Beecham's
second of
of Beecham's
three
1934 at the Royal College
three perfornances
performances in
in 1934
College of
of Music
Music (in which
which a young
Peter
Peter Pears
Pears was
was the Poor Horn
Horn Player).
Player). Marjorie
Marjorie Avis (the Wheel-of-Fortune
Woman) was
was young Vreli
Vreli in that production. Beecham
Beecham conducted two broadcasts
broadcasts of
of
the opera in
1948 a few weeks
in 1948
weeks before this recording,
recording, giving the BBC some
cause
some cause
to suspect
suspect that the broadcasts
broadcasts were
were being used
used as
as preparation for a commercial
venture. (A tape
venture.
tape of
of one of
of those
those broadcasts
broadcasts may be heard,
heard, on request,
request, at the
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Barbican Music Library. Under the
the conditions of its
its availability
availabilify it can only
be listened
listened to
to at the
the Library
Library and may not be
be
be borrowed.)
borrowed.)
Dark Fiddler was
was Gordon
The Dark
Gordon Clinton
Clinton whom Beecham
Beecham had engaged
engaged to
Arabesque at the 1946
sing
sing An Arabesque
1946 Delius
Delius Festival.
Festival. He was
was chosen both for the
broadcasts and for the recording of A
I Village
broadcasts
Wllage Romeo,
Romeo, and some
some members
will remember him
guest at aa London
him as
will
as aa guest
London Delius Society
Society meeting and at
at aa
Midlands Branch meeting
meeting in 1982.
Midlands
1982.
Was this the fabled occasion
occasion when Beecham
Was
Beecham arrived one morning
morning at the
the
studio, lifted his
his baton, and launched the
recording studio,
the orchestra
orchestra into aa
matchless Paradise
Paradise Garden
Garden only to find
find when it was
only
was over that the
engineers had not been
been ready?
ready? The retake
recording engineers
retake understandably lost
passion. Be
some of the passion.
Be that as
as it may,
may, the
the Walk
Wolk in this set
some
set has
has aa sense
sense of
purpose that is lacking in the
the new version
version on video.
video. Whatever the
purpose
merits of that latest
latest recording,
recording, it does
undoubted merits
does not quite match the
here to the final scene.
scene. And
intensity that Beecham brings here
And no need
need for
visuals; it is
is all there
there in the music.
music.
visuals;
added attraction of this set
set is of course
course the first release
release of Beecham's
The added
Beecham's
third attempt at recording Sea
Dnfi. with Gordon
third
Sez Drift,
Gordon Clinton
Clinton once again
again as
as
Why it has
soloist. Why
has not been
been released
released before
before it something of
soloist.
mystery. It
<lf a mystery.
could be the fluffed
fluffed horn
horn call three bars before figure 22,
could
22, though how that
minor mystery
mystery in itself.
itself. The sound is actually better
slipped through is a minor
here than that of
of the final version
version with Bruce
Bruce Boyce,
here
Boyce. now available
available on Sony
Journa\.
(reviewed in the previous Journal).
Beecham's first effort,
effort, never
released commercially, was
never released
Beecham's
was made in
in
1928 on the occasion
of the Manchester Beecham Operatic
occasion of
November 1928
London. It
It must have
have been
Choir's first visit to London.
been a taxing day for the choir,
work with
with the London
London Symphony
Symphony Orchestra in the Portman
recording the work
performing it that afternoon
afternoon at an Albert
Albert Hall
Rooms and performing
Hall Armistice
Armistice Day
Day
particular interest
concert. The particular
interest in that version is the soloist
soloist Dennis Noble
concert.
month earlier at the Leeds
who had sung the work with Beecham a month
Leeds Festival
Festival
performance the young
young Eric
Eric Fenby could
could not get into
into -- see
(the performance
Delius as
seeDelius
as I
p.10) and who
who went on to sing the work
knew him p.lO)
work at the Delius Festival
knew
Festival the
following year in
presence.
in the composer's
composer's presence.
following
Beecham's second
^SeaDrirt,
second recording of
of Sea
in 1936
1936 with
with John Brownlee,
Beecham's
Drift, in
initially appeared
appeared in
in the Delius Society
volumes. and can be heard on CD
Society volumes,
initially
CD
3. Gordon
Gordon Clinton
Clinton first sang
sang the work with Beecham at Sir
in Beecham 3.
70th birthday
birthday concert in May
May 1949.
was a broadcast in
1949.There was
Thomas's 70th
in June
RPO returned
returned from
from their
their American
American tour, he recorded
and, soon after the RPO
1951.But for whatever reason,
this version under review in January 1951.
reason, it was
was to
remain unissued, and Sir Thomas
Thomas made his fourth
fourth and last recording
remain
recording three
years later, with
available on MPK47680.
MPK47680.
with Bruce Boyce, now
now available
identihes fully
Gordon Clinton
Clinton identifies
fully with
spirit of
of the text, though,
Gordon
with the spirit
though, just
just as
in moments as
as the Dark
feels that his voice is being stretched
Dark Fiddler, one feels
stretched to
its technical and expressive
expressive limits. The overall performance,
performance, fine though it
is,
is, just
just lacks the depth of
of the Bruce Boyce
Boyce version.
version. Is there
there a slight air of
of
as in a good run-through
emotional detachment,
detachment, as
run-through without
without that extra
extra spark a live
performance might bring? At
fastest of
of the four versions.
versions.
At 22'4A'
22'40" it is the fastest
If there
If
there are
are any slight misgivings,
misgivings, which others
others may not share,
share, one is
nevertheless
nevertheless grateful for its final emergence,
emergence, and this would be an appropriate
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moment
moment to pay tribute to Lyndon
Lyndon Jenkins for his involvement in this and
many other EMI
.re-issues. Besides
EMI.re-issues.
Besides his always
always very readable
readable and informative
informative
(if one can still use
term), one feels
sleeve-notes
use that term),
feels sure
sleeve-notes (if
sure that his expert
been behind
advice
has been
behind a number
number of
attractive and welladvice has
of extremely attractive
assembled
re-issues.not least
least this particular one and the Groves
assembled re-issues,
Groves 2-CD set
set
reviewed below.
DELIUS:
DELIUS: Songs
Songs of
Arabesque. Dame
Baker. John Shirleyof Sunset,
Sunset, An Arabesque.
Dame Janet Baker,
Quirk,
Liverpool Philharmonic
Philharmonic Choir, Royal Liverpool
Liverpool Philharmonic
Philharmonic
Quirk, Liverpool
Orchestra,
25-21 June 1968,
1968, Philharmonic
Philharmonic Hall,
Orchestra, Sir Charles Groves.
Groves. 25-27
Hall. Liverpool. A Mass
Moss of
Harper. Helen
of Life. Heather
Heather Harper,
Helen Watts, Robert Tear,
Tear. Benjamin
Benjamin
Luxon,
Luxon. London
London Philharmonic
London Philharmonic
Philharmonic Choir,
Choir. London
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Orchestra. Sir
Charles Groves.
Groves. 15-20
15-20 March
March 1971,
1971, Kingsway Hall, London. 2 CDs. Total
p l a y i n g time
playing
t i m e 141.15
l 4 l . l 5 mins.EMI
m i n s . E M I CMS764218-2.
CMS7642l8-2.
price. The first two
feast -- at a bargain price.
A
A timely re-issue
re-issue and a real
real Delius feast
works stand as
as reminders of
Liverpool
of Sir Charles's
Charles's pioneering work in Liverpool
gave
was one of
loves. With
forces he gave
where Delius was
With his Mersey forces
of his evident loves.
public concert on 14
both
both Songs
of Sunset
Arabesque at a public
Sorgs of
Sunset and
and An Arabesque
14 March
March
just over a year before they recorded both works, with
1967,
with Shirley-Quirk
Shirley-Quirk
1967. just
work on the original LP. Cynara,
replacing Thomas Hemsley.
Hemsley. (The other work
Cynara,
years earlier
has been
been re-issued
re-issued on CD. See
See News
News Round-Up.)
Round-Up.) Only
Only two years
resurrected the Requiem.
Requiem, his Liverpool performance now
Groves
Groves had resurrected
years on he launched his first Mass.
preserved on an Intaglio CD, and two years
preserved
Mass.
(always in
Since
the Mass
Mass (always
Since Groves had the distinction
distinction of conducting the
German)
German) more often than any other conductor, exceeding
exceeding by one
(see Journal 71
performances (see
p.16), it is of interest
Beecham's
Beecham's ten performances
interest to detail
7l p.l6),
them here:
here:
(broadcast 21
1970
21 June 1970)
RLPO &
1970January 20
1970)
& Choir, Liverpool
Liverpool (broadcast
20 -- RLPO
1970
Festival Hall
1970January 30
30 -- repeat
repeat performance at the Royal'
Royal'Festival
Hall
1971
l97l February
Rbruary 16
l6 -- LPO &
& Choir, RFH
RFH
1976
April 10
l0 -- RLPO
Bradford Choral Society,
Bradford
1976April
RLPO &
& Bradford
Society, Bradford
1978
19 -- BBCSO.
RFH
1978April
April 19
BBCSO. BBC Singers
Singers and RCS,
RCS, RFH
1982
Festival
1982August 18
l8 -- Lucerne Festival
1984
1984November 10
10 -- CBSO & Leeds
Leeds Philharmonic Choir
1985
1985 May
May 24
24 -- Dutch
Dutch Radio Philharmonic
Philharmonic Choir
Choir & SO,
SO, Utrecht
1988
31 -- RPO, BBC Singers
RAH Prom
1988July 31
Singers & Symphony
Symphony Chorus, RAH
1989
1989June
June 29
29 -- Japan Philharmonic
Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra, Tokyo
Symphony Orchestra,
1991
RLPO & Leeds
Leeds Philharmonic
November 2 -- RLPO
Philharmonic Chorus,
Chorus. Leeds
Leeds
1991November
performancesdisappoints.
None ofthe
three performances
of the three
disappoints.The Liverpool Philharmonic Choir
younger and fresher
sound
who. besides
sound younger
fresher than their London counterparts
counterparts who,
besides being
being
somewhat
taxed by the
the opening
the Mass,
Mass, sound just a
somewhat taxed
the drive
drive of the
opening chorus
chorus in the
little recessed
recessedand muffled in their Kingsway Hall
Hall acoustic.
Liverpool choir
acoustic.The Liverpool
choir
bring
works. Songs
bring an enthusiasm and an energy
energy to their role in the first two works.
of
Songsof
Sunset
'Exceeduniformly successful.
temperature drops in
Sunsetis not uniformly
successful.The emotional temperature
in'Exceeding sorrow'
and 'By the sad
where in both movements
waters of
sorrow'and'By
sad waters
of separation'
separation'where
movements Janet
Baker does
work to
does not seem
cast.ButAn
Butl n Arabesque,
Arabesque,by no means
means an easy
seem ideally cast.
easywork
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bring
bring off, receives
receives one of
with his choir
of Groves's finest readings,
readings. with
choir rising
rising well
masterpiece. Here is De1ius
to the challenge of
of this masterpiece.
Delius at his most imaginative.
How
telling near the end is the sparse
woodwind suggesting
How telling
sparse woodwind
suggesting snow, and
pizzicato strings the drops of
pizzicato
of blood.
Mass has transferred well. A
A direct CD/LP
The Mass
CDILP comparison
comparison shows no
in perspective but
but a cleaner overall sound which
change in
which is the great
ihe compact
advantage of
of the
disc. The break
break between the two parts of
compact disc.
of the Mass
Mass
has sensibly been arranged
arranged to coincide with the change
change of
of disc,
disc, Part One
preceded by the other two works.
being preceded
works. The team of
of soloists
soloists comes
comes from the
top line of
of British singers
singers of
decade, and it is good to have
have Benjamin
of that decade,
Benjamin
Luxon
Luxon in
in the role of
of Zarathustra which he made very much his own in the
'70s, just
generations. Groves's
'70s, .just
as
as Roy Henderson had for earlier generations.
Groves's reading
can occasionally be a little earth-bound; he could rarely make Delius's
music dance.
dance. But his interpretation has plenty of
of insights and moments of
of
deep feeling as
deep
as well as
as of
of considerable
considerable excitement.
Festival Hall
excitement. At the Festival
Hall
performance that preceded this recording,
performance
recording. there was a memorable
memorable moment
moment
in
in the final
final movement
movement when, with
with a flick
flick of
brought in the
of his baton, he brought
just before figure 131.
with a sudden thrilling
choir
l3l. That
That entry
choir with
thrilling fff
entry
fff just
understandably does
does not have quite the same
same impact on disc,
disc. but -- studio
recording or not -- no-one can surely remain unmoved by the sweep
sweep of
of the
performance. This is an excellent
ending in this performance.
excellent memorial to a true Delian.

(1862-1934): On
FREDERICK
DELIUS
first cuckoo
FREDERICK
DELIUS (1862-1934):
On hearing the first
cuckoo in spring.
spring.
Hall, Liverpool. Liverpool
Recorded
l3 March
1947, Philharmonic
Recorded 13
March 1947,
Philharmonic
Liverpool
Philharmonic
Philharmonic Orchestra,
Orchestra, Malcolm
Malcolm Sargent.
Sargent. Violin
Violin Concerto.
Concerto. Recorded
Recorded 4
July 1944,
Hall,
1944., Philharmonic
Philharmonic
Hall, Liverpool.
Liverpool. Albert
Albert Sammons, Liverpool
Liverpool
Philharmonic
Orchestra,
Sargent.
Philharmonic
Malcolm
Hassan Intermezzo and
Orchestra, Malcolm
Sargent. Hassan
Serenade;
Koanga: La Calinda.
Serenade; Koanga:
Calindo. Recorded 30
30 July 1941,
1941, Houldsworth
Houldsworth Hall,
Manchester.
Manchester. Halle
Hall6 Orchestra,
Orchestra. Constant Lambert. Piano Concerto.
Concerto. Recorded
24 August
August 1946,
1946, No
No 1
I Studio, Abbey
Abbey Road, London.
London. Benno
Benno Moiseiwitsch,
Moiseiwitsch,
Philharmonia Orchestra, Constant
Philharmonia
Lambert. Caprice
Constant Lambert.
Caprice and
Eleg,,. Recorded
ond Elegy.
'C'
25 November
November 1930,
25
1930, 'c' Studio, Small Queen's
Hall, London.
London. Beatrice
Beatrice
Queen's Hall,
Eric Fenby. Legende.
Harrison and chamber
chamber orchestra, Eric
Lbgende. Recorded 7 August
Harrison
August
1942, No
No 3 Studio, Abbey
Abbey Road,
Road. London.
London. Henry
Holst, Gerald
1942,
Henry HoIst,
Gerald Moore. Total
playing time 76.05
Testament SBTIOI4.
playing
76.05 mins. Testament
SBTl0l4.
'Seventy-six

of De1ius
Delius historical
historical recordings -- and not one note
'Seventy-six minutes
minutes of
conducted by Beecham!'
as Henry
Henry Wood
Wood might
conducted
Beecham!' as
might have commented
with some
commented with
glee, to twist his remarks on the publication
publication of
glee,
of his autobiography
autobiography in which
which
he not once mentioned
mentioned the name of
of his arch-rival.
arch-rival. But
But then this release
release
(from whom
whom there is precious little
contains no Wood
Wood either (from
contains
little Delius
Delius on disc)
prominently Sargent and Lambert.
but instead other
other interpreters, most prominently
Lambert.
but
Sargent the man
man has too often obscured Sargent the musician.
musician. The debt
British music owes him
him is a story still
still largely untold.
British
untold. A
A fervent Elgarian,
Elgarian,
evenwhen
unfashionable to
tobe
even
when itwas unfashionable
be one (I rememberbeing
rememberbeing surrounded
surrounded byempty
byempty
'sixties),
Albert Hall
seats at an Albert
Hall Apostles
Apostles in
in the early 'sixties), he was no less
seats
less devoted
gamut with
Delius's music, covering almost
to Delius's
almost the entire orchestral
orchestral gamut
with the
which he never touched. His
exception of
of the operas which
His recording
exception
recording of
of the Violin
Violin
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properly included
Concerto
with Albert
Albert Sammons is properly
with
Concerto with
included on this disc.
disc. Anything
Anything with
playing is to be cherished,
Sammons playing
cherished, but the more so
so his interpretation of
of this
(only just.
concerto ofwhich
just,
of which he was not only
only the dedicatee
dedicatee but
but its first
hrst interpreter
interpreter (only
under
circumstances ofwhich
undercircumstances
of which the sleeve
sleevenotes
remind us).
us).
notes remind
Lambert
Lambert was
was also
music. even
even if
if the occasions
also sympathetic to Delius's music,
occasions
when he conducted
much fewer.
fewer. He nevertheless
understandably much
nevertheless
conducted it were understandably
expressed
expressedhis enthusiasm through his writings. So
So it is good to have his very
small number
of Delius
Delius recordings all on the one disc: the Hassan
Hassan and
number of
and
while were available on EP, and the Piano
which for a while
Koanga extracts which
Piano
playing
Concerto
with Moiseiwitsch
Moiseiwitsch who was very fond
fond of
work as
Concerto with
of that work
as his playing
here shows.
La calinda surprisingly
than the
shows. La
surprisingly comes up somewhat fresher than
Serenade,
date from the same
same session.
session. Even Delians who feel
feel
Serenade,although both date
with the Piano
uncomfortable
uncomfortable with
Piano Concerto
Concerto may be won
won over by this
performance which
which has
has not
been surpassed
notbeen
surpassedon disc.
disc.
The two concertos, together with
with the Caprice
Elegt, were last available
Caprice and Elegy,
on LP from
from World
World Records. The surface noise on the Violin
Violin Concerto
Concerto has rather
'mush'
'hiss
more 'mush'
than the familiar
familiar 'hiss and crackle' but otherwise
otherwise excellent
excellent
goes. there
there is very little in it. Perhaps
Perhaps
clarity. As far as
CD/LP comparison goes,
as a CD/LP
preferable on LP while with the Piano
the Violin
Violin Concerto is marginally
marginally preferable
processes seem
Both processes
seem to have extracted
Concerto
Concerto it is the other way round. Both
just about as
possible from the source
information as
as much information
as possible
source material. What
What
the CD
does expose
exposeis any non-musical sound,
sound, such
such as
as the off-stage
off-stage
CD engineering does
into the Serenade
seconds into
Serenadethat somehow
bang five seconds
escaped a retake.
retake.
somehow escaped
Elegy is welcome here as
The Caprice
as it is not duplicated
duplicated on either of
Capice and Elegy
of
(from Claremont
the two Harrison
issues (from
rare
Harrison issues
Claremont and Symposium), and the rare
under
Lbgende provides a thoughtful
thoughtful filler. These recordings are
Legende
are issued under
licence from EMI
EMI and under the auspices
auspices of
of the Delius Trust.
Trust. Give this
licence
your support
support if
if you can. If
If another
another historical
historical Delius
enterprise your
Delius CD
CD is viable,
with
perhaps the Geoffrey
Geoffrey Toye recordings could
could be considered, together with
interpreter of
Piano Concerto, Evlyn
that other fine interpreter
of the Piano
Evlyn Howard-Jones,
playing some
pieces.
playing
some ofthe
of the piano pieces.

BEAfRICE HARRISON
HARRISON -- CENTENARY
RECITAL with
with May
May Harrison
Harrison
BEATRICE
CENTENARY RECITAL
Harrison. BRAHMS
and Margaret
Margaret Harrison.
BRAHMS Cello
Cello Sonata (Beatrice Harrison
Harrison and
(May Harrison
Gerald Moore);
Moore); DELIUS
DELIUS Violin
Violin Sonata No
No I1 (May
Arnold
Gerald
Harrison and Arnold
(Beatrice Harrison
Bax); DELIUS
Harrison and Harold
Harold Craxton);
DELIUS Cello Sonata (Beatrice
BURLEIGH
Southland Sketches
Songs
BURLEIGH
Sketches and SMETANA
SMETANA
Songs of
of my home
(Margaret Harrison
Harrison and Reginald
Reginald Paul); DELIUS
DELIUS Serenade
Serenade from Hassan
Hassan
(Margaret
Harrison and May
May Harrison);
Harrison); POPPER
POPPER Gavotte Op 23
23 No
No 2
(Beatrice Harrison
Harrison); POPPER
(Beatrice Harrison
Harrison and Margaret
Margaret Harrison);
POPPER Vito-Spanish
Vito-Spanish Dance
No 5 (Beatrice Harrison
Harrison and May
May Harrison);
Harrison); BACH
Op 54 No
BACH Prelude and
in C BWV
Gigue from
from Suite in
BWV 1009
1009 (Beatrice Harrison).
Harrison). Symposium
ll40
Symposium 1140
(CD only). Symposium Records,
(CD
Records, 110
ll0 Derwent Avenue, East Barnet, Herts
EN4 8LZ.
EN48LZ.
giving the wrong
Apart from
from the slight hiccup
hiccup on the cover in giving
wrong Centenary
dates
Apart
Centenary dates
(which should
1892-1992),this disc provides an acceptable alternative to
(which
should read 1892-1992),
previous"/ournal.The
in the previous
fourworks
Journal. The four
works
the Claremont
Claremont CD
CD and cassette
cassettereviewed in
releases are the Brahms
Brahms and Delius
common to both
both releases
Delius sonatas and the shorter
common
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piece. There is
is little to choose
between the
Smetana
choose between
the two CDs. The
Smetana piece.
Claremont
Claremont engineer
have been
been working with slightly cleaner
engineer seems
seems to have
cleaner copies
copies
of the
the Violin
Violin Sonata,
fbr this one
one work his transfer
transfer is
Sonata, though for
is running
running just
above
above pitch. Both releases
releasesproduce aa rich cello tone
tone for the
the Delius Sonata,
Sonata,
transfers -- being achieved
the joins -- always
the
always aa problem with 78
78 transfers
achieved on
remaining items
Symposium aa degree
degree more imperceptibly. The remaining
items make up an
recital for this Centenary trihute.
enjoyable recital
S.F.S.L.
tribute.
S.F.S.L.

BEATRICE
BEATRICEHARRISON
HARRISON
CENTENARY
CENTENARY CONCERT
CONCERT
This was a very special occasion. Julian
This
Lloyd Webber, who wrote so
Julian Lloyd
so
eloquently in the previous Journal of
Beatrice Harrison's devotion to the
of Beatrice
paid a worthy
cello works of
Delius, paid
worthy centenary tribute
of Delius,
tribute at the Wigmore
Wigmore Hall
Hall
on the anniversary day,
day, Wednesday
Wednesday 9 December.
December. The programme was
was one
Beatrice would have
have heartily endorsed,
that Beatrice
endorsed. made up with one exception of
of
works she
she had made very much her own. But one didn't
didn't have
have to surmise
Beatrice's reaction would have
what Beatrice's
have been,
been. for there
there was
was her sister
sister Margaret
give the occasion her blessing,
to give
blessing, not only as
as an attentive
attentive listener in the
stalls that evening,
front stalls
evening, but also
also as
as a performer and scene-stealer
scene-stealerinto the
bargain!
The programme opened with Britten's Sonata
Sonata in C, a challenging fivefivework the inclusion
movement work
inclusion of
which Beatrice,
Beatrice, the champion
of which
champion in her day
of much new music,
music, would certainly have approved.
approved. Then came the Ireland
of
Ireland
premidred, another of
which she
she herself premiered,
Sonata which
of its composer's
composer's works to be
place.
least by the spirit of
of place.
inspired in part at least
At the start of
of the second
second half
half of
At
of the evening's
evening's programme, Jerrold
Northrop Moore
Moore spoke a few words of
of reminiscence about Beatrice and her
Northrop
with Elgar. Julian then played the slow movement from the
association with
association
moving performance that at its close
Cello Concerto, a moving
close commanded
commanded
silence, to be followed
followed by
by the Delius
respectful silence,
Delius Sonata. Here, it seemed,
seemed, for
sunlight flooded
flooded the proceedings and the cello at last was free
the first time sunlight
free
sing. To a work
work which
which Julian has played countless
to sing.
countless times he brought
brought a
great feeling and poise.
poise.
of great
reading of
Memories of
of Beatrice broadcasting
broadcasting with
with nightingales
nightingales were then evoked
Memories
played on such occasions: Rimsky-Korsakov's
with two works
works she played
with
Rimsky-Korsakov's Chant
Hindou
Dvorak's Songs
Sorgs my mother taught me.
Hindou and Dvorak's
me. Trifles
Tifles perhaps, but
but the
music
music world
world would
would be a poorer
poorer place without
without such pieces.
pieces. Lastly,
Lastly,
apparently
apparently at Margaret's
Margarefs insistence, came Cyril
Cyril Scotfs
Pastoral and Reel
Reel with
Scott's Pastoral
wrth
-- this time at Julian's insistence
insistence -- Margaret's
Margarefs participation
participation at the piano
piano
alongside John
John Lenehan.
Lenehan. In
In the Reel Scott has most effectively
effectively made the
cello imitate
imitate a bagpipe. The
The applause which
which greeted
greeted Margaret
Margaret at the
conclusion
conclusion must for her have brought
brought back
back memories of
of the sisters'
sisters' recitals.
recitals.
And
And ifif that
that night
night a nightingale
nightingale was heard (in
(in nearby
nearby Berkeley
Berke1ey Square?),
it
Square?), it
can only
sympathetic spirit
spirit was abroad, encouraging
only have been that
that a sympathetic
encouraging some
vocal contribution
contribution because
because part
part of
of the concert was
was being broadcast by
by
Classic FM.
FM.
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THOUGHTS ON
SOME THOTJGHTS
AI]D JULIET
VILLAGE ROMEO AND
JULIET
A WLLAGE
NATURE OF CRITICISM
AND THE NATURE
by John
John White
White
by
purchased the new Argo
Argo recording
recording of
of AA Village
Village Romeo
Romeo and
and Juliet
Juliet and
and was
II purchased
captivated by
by it. The performance
performance was of
of such
such freshness
freshness and enthusiasm.
enthusiasm.
captivated
charming television
television film
film reflected
reflected the same
same qualities
qualities even
even ifif one had
had
The charming
one or
or two
two reservations
reservations (these
(these only
only marginally
marginally refer to the nudity
nudity towards
one
the end of
of the film!). However.
However, when II looked at the booklet
booklet II began to feel
feel
uneasy, not
not because
because of
of any alteration to the libretto
libretto -- this seems
seems to be
uneasy,
standard practice
practice and did not appear
appear to do any violence
violence to the meaning -standard
but because
because of
of the introductory
introductory essay.
essay.
but
is by Christopher
Christopher Palmer.
Palmer, a good friend to the Society
Society and a staunch
This is
This
champion of
of Delius's
Delius's music.
music. It
piece of
of writing and extremely
extremely
It is a beautiful piece
champion
informative, particularly
particularly on the subject
of Poetic
Poetic Realism and the
subject of
informative,
relationship between
between Keller's
Keller's story
Delius's opera.
opera. II hope
hope II am not
story and Delius's
relationship
following
conclusions
misrepresenting
of
if
I
following
if
I
the
draw
article
of
the
the
tenor
misrepresenting
from it:'lay

1.
story 'lay outside (Delius's)
L The dramatic action required by Keller's story
ken'.
ken'.
farmers at a
2.
the meeting of the two farmers
incident of the
2. Following from this, the incident
'Delius
because 'Delius
bridge in aa thunderstorm was
the opera because
was excluded
excluded from the
knew better
than
to
try
to
set'
it.
set' it.
better
'pays
illustrating the
the
3.
the exigencies
exigencies of plot by illustrating
service to the
Delius 'pays lip service
3. Delius
near-fatal clash
clash
beginnings of the
farmers and Sali's
Sali's near-fatal
the farmers
between the
the quarrel between
falls limp
limp and
with Vrenchen's
characterisation falls
case characterisation
each case
father. but in each
Vrenchen's father,
'evidently'
the
the music of the
the
wrested the
grows threadbare'.
threadbare'. Delius 'evidently' wrested
the music grows
'unwillingly
the
It is
is only
only when the
Manz-Marti
. . . It
of himself ...
out of
Manz-Marti scenes
scenes 'unwillingly out
fails
his muse
muse fails
subject
broached that his
peasants is
is broached
the peasants
feud between
between the
the feud
of the
subject of
him:
him.'
'Some
that
We sense
sense that
4.
wanting too.
too. We
him wanting
find him
love-scenes find
the early
early love-scenes
of the
4. 'Some of
the level
level of
of two
two
Delius
his concept
to the
concept to
down his
in scaling
scaling down
felt uncomfortable
Delius felt
uncomfortable in
(Do we?)
artless
we?)
adolescents.'(Do
artlessadolescents.'
preludes to
to
the preludes
Beyond
with the
exception of
of the
the exception
feeling that
that with
has the
the feeling
this. one
Beyond this,
one has
Dark
passagesrelating
relating to
to the
the Dark
the
two passages
one or
or two
scenes,and
and one
third scenes,
first and
and third
the first
Fiddler,
Many others
others
the Fair
Fair Scene.
Scene.Many
operauntil
until the
with the
the opera
is unhappy
Palmer is
unhappy with
Mr Palmer
Fiddler. Mr
may
Is there
such aa
point II feel
to ask:
ask: Is
there such
feel impelled
impelled to
at this
this point
but at
feel the
the same,
same, but
may feel
personal opinions
or
thing
opinions or
these personal
what extent
extent are
are these
To what
criticism? To
objective criticism?
as objective
thing as
that
categorical
to imply
imply that
or commentator
commentator to
for aa critic
critic or
is dangerous
It is
dangerous for
facts?It
categorical facts?
patronising to
he
suppose
little patronising
to suppose
Is itit not
not also
also aa little
himself. Is
is beyond
criticism himself.
he is
beyond criticism
his
that
is unable
to make
make his
guidance, that
that he
he is
unable to
kind of
of guidance,
needsthis
this kind
the listener
listener needs
that the
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own judgements for himself?
himself? Of
Of course,
course, Mr
Mr Palmer would not have
have
thing. but this is
is the
the impression given
given by the
intended any such
such thing,
the text,
text, to
to this
reader at
Nevetheless,the
reader
the essay
at least.
least. Nevetheless,
the points in the
essay having been
been made,
rnade, they
they
requ ire investigation.
i nvestigation.
require
gather from the
we to gather
Are we
given the
the essay
have given
the
essay that Delius should have
greater prominence, dwelling in greater
farmers greater
greater detail on the quarrel and
farmers
process by which they became
the slow process
became destitute,
the
destitute, not forgetting
forgetting the scene
scene on
the bridge -- in other words, that he
he should have written
written aa different
different opera?
opera?
This reminds me of the Irishman
Irishman who said
said that in order to get
get to aa certain
place, it was
was better
place,
better to start
start from somewhere
there also
somewhere else!
else! But there
also appears
appears to
the inference
was not capable
be the
inference that Delius was
capable of writing the opera
he should
opera he
have written; that he
he left out certain vital aspects
have
aspectsof the story
story because
because of his
limitations as
limitations
as aa composer.
composer.
people, no doubt, Delius is a pastoral
pastoral dreamer.
For many people,
dreamer. or at least
least a
best amongst the high hills,
hills. or contemplating the
composer at his best
evanescenceof life and love.
love. This, like most truths,
truths, is only partial. I am not
evanescence
he did not have
suggestingthat he
have limitations
limitations -- all artists,
suggesting
artists. being human,
have
human. have
perfect work
people may say.
even Mozart, no matter what some
some people
say. A perfect
them -- even
art, were
were such
such aa thing to exist,
exist, would have
have no human
human attribute;
of art,
attribute; it would
love. To return to Delius, it is
is a mistake to force
inspire admiration, but no love.
force
whatever does
say that whatever
does not fit should
an artist into a pigeon-hole and then say
passagesin Delius do not fit into the definition
rejected. And
And many passages
be rejected.
definition at
beginning of
of this paragraph. Can it be said that the man who wrote
the beginning
was not capable
Rouge was
of dealing with the more lurid
Margot la Rouge
capable of
lurid aspects
aspects of
of
written almost
story? Margot was written
almost immediately
immediately after A Village
Keller's story?
Village Romeo
Romeo
hardly be true that the former
former opera was a mere
and Juliet and it can hardly
feel that much of
exception in Delius's output since
since I feel
of its
its terseness
terseness and
claustrophobic atmosphere was carried over into
into the Fennimore
Fennimore section of
claustrophobic
of
years later.
Fennimore and
ond Gerda
Gerda some years
Fennimore
'ancestor'
Mr Palmer
Palmer cites
cites Wagner's Tristan
Tiistan und Lwlde
Isolde as
Mr
as the 'ancestor' of
Village
of A Village
ond Juliet, as
as also of
Pell1as
et
M4lisande
Romeo and
Pelleas
et
Melisande
and
Gurrelieder.
of
and Gurrelieder. The latter,
latter, of
of
course, is not an opera,
opera, but the reference
reference to Pellbas
course,
Pelleas is understandable as
as it is
of what, I assume,
assume, Mr
Mr Palmer wanted -- a story of
almost a model of
of jealousy
also a vein of
horror running
and guilt. There is also
of horror
running through it that points
Debussy's later attempts
setting Edgar Allan
towards Debussy's
attempts at setting
Allan Poe
Poe to music.
Debussy's opera should have been called Golaud; it is he who dominates
Debussy's
hapless victims of
the action, and the lovers are
are no more than hapless
brooding
of his brooding
obsessions.
obsessions.
Tiistan is quite a different
different matter. In
In Wagner the lovers are everything.
Tristan
Brangdene and Kurwenal
Kurwenal are almost
almost extensions of
Brangaene
of the two central
central characters:
they have no independent life. Did
Did Wagner make a mistake?
mistake? There could
could have
growing suspicion
been some scenes
scenes of
ofgrowing
suspicion with
with King
King Mark
Mark flying
flying into
into a rage;
rage; Melot
Melot
could have been spying on the couple, etc.
etc. etc.
etc. -- but
but no, Wagner concentrates
concentrates
on his two lovers and Kurwenal's warnings. At
the second
At the end of
ofthe
second actwe
act we have
a somewhat
somewhat half-hearted
half-hearted fight; Tiistan
Tristan (evidently
(evidently out
out of
of breath
breath from
from over-much
over-much
singing) is mortally
mortally wounded, amd King
King Mark
Mark banishes
banishes him
him in
in a monologue of
of
great dignity
dignity and pathos.
pathos. No-one, II think,
think, could deny that Wagner was a man
man of
of
the theatre, and
the opera our
and despite the length
length of
ofthe
our attention
attention is riveted throughout
throughout
on
on the principal
principal characters.
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Delius undoubtedly
undoubtedly altered
altered the
the emphases
Delius
emphasesof
of the
the original
original story
story and
and for
for
him
the
main
characterswere
werethe
theDark
Dark Fiddler*
him the main characters
Fiddler* and
and the
thetwo
twoyoung
young people.
people.
must admit
admit that
that having
having seen
seen the
the opera
I I must
opera on
on the
the stage,
stage,and
and now
now in
in the
the
televisionfilm,
film. and
and having
having heard
heard itit on
television
on recordings
recordingsand
and on
on the
the radio,
radio, II have
have
beenquite
quite unaware
unaware of
of the
the shortcomings
shortcomings in
been
in the
the early
early scenes
sceneswhich
which have
have so
so
bothered Mr
Mr Palmer.
Palmer. On
on the
the contrary,
contrary, II am
bothered
am struck
struck by
by aa sense
senseof
growth, of
of growth,
of
inevitable progression,
progression, from
from the
the first
first bar
inevitable
bar to
to the
the last.
last. Although
Although technical
technical
detailscannot
cannot show
show the
presenceor
the presence
or otherwise
details
otherwiseof
of inspiration,
inspiration, they
they can
can show
show
mastery
of construction
construction and
and precise
precise expression,
mastery of
expression, and
ancl Delius
Delius does
does not
not
disappoint. For
For example,
example, in
in the
the very
very first
disappoint.
first scene,
scene, shortly
shortly after
after the
the curtain
curtain
rises. one
one becomes
becomes aware
aware of
of aa rising
rising chromatic
ris.es,
chromatic semiquaver
semiquuu., figure
figure which
which
brings aa feeling
feeling of
of unease
uneaseinto
into an
an otherwise
otherwise enchanting
brings
enchanting depiction
depictioi of
of aa fresh
fresh
September morning.
morning. Here
Here itit accompanies
accompanies Manz;
September
Manz; shortly
shortly after
after itit re-appears
re-appears
.Another
as Marti
Marti contemplates
contemplates the
the wild
wild lahd,
land, and
as
and again
again as
as Manz
Manz sings:
sings: 'Another
little strip
jungle-rand, then
strip from
from off
off this
this jungle-land,
little
then mid-day
mid-day meal
meal I'll
I'll take'
(I quote
take. (I
quote
from the
the lithograph
lithograph study
study score).
score). After
After the
from
the departure
deparrure of
of the
the Dark
Dark Fiddler
Fiddler
the quarrel
quarrel commences,
commences, and
and the
the rising
rising figure
the
figure becomes
becomes more
more menacing.
menacing. It
It
undergoes various
various transformations
transformations before
undergoes
before itit is
is truncated
truncated to
to three
three notes
notes in
in aa
rising crescendo
crescendo bringing
bringing the
the scene
scene to
powerful close.
rising
to aa powerful
close.
The second
second scene
scene commences
commences with aa Cor
The
Cor Anglais solo,
solo, the
the first
first few
few notes
notes
of which
which are
are the opposite of the little rising figure. They fall chromatically,
of
chromatically,
instead of
of rise,
rise, and the notes
notes are
are quavers,
quavers, not semiquavers.
instead
semiquavers. The scene
scene is
is of
of
the ruin
ruin of Marti's farm, and the musical symbolism is therefore
the
therefore most
most apt.
apt.
The rising
rising figure
figure does
does not re-appear
re-appear until
until it heralds Marti's
The
Marti's entrance
entrance in
in the
the
third scene.
scene. With
with the increasing
increasing violence of
third
of this scene,
scene, the
the figure
figure is
is
transformed into
into upwardly
upwardly leaping arpeggios
transformed
arpeggios untiL
until, to aa descending
descending
chromatic
chromatic scale,
scale, Marti
Marti is beaten to the ground.
In
In the
the long
long narration
narration by
by the Dark
Dark Fiddler
Fiddler at the beginning
beginning of
of scene
scene six,
six,
he
he describes
describes in
in detail
detail the quarrel
quarrel between the two
two farmers
farmers anit
and its
its tragic
tragic
outcome.
outcome. A
A drooping
drooping chromatic
chromatic figure of
of three crotchets accompanies
accompanies this
this
passage:
of the figure
figure used to underline
underline the
the quarrei,
quarreL and
and now
now
passage: the
the converse
converse of
shorn
shorn of
of its
its original
original malignancy
malignancy and
and force.
force. Only
Only sadness
sadness iemains
remains and
and the
the
bitterness
bitterness of
of the
the Fiddler's
Fiddler's feelings.
feelings. This
This passage
passage has
has been
been much
much criticised,
criticised,
although
how itit could
could be
be improved.
improved. II find
find itit perfectly
perfectly
although without
without suggesting
suggesting how
apposite
apposite to
to the
the progress
progress of
of the
the drama.
drama.
IfIf this
this sounds
sounds like
like damning
damning with
with faint
faint praise,
praise, that
that is
is not
not the
the intention.
intention. In
In
Mr
Mr Palmer's
Palmer's essay
essay the
the underlying
underlying gist
gist seems
seems to
to be
be that
that the
the opera
opera does
does not
not
sustain
sustain the
the same
same level
level of
of inspiration
inspiration throughout.
throughout. But
But should^
should it?
it? Over
Over the
the
past
past one
one hundred
hundred years
years or
or more,
more, the
the attempt
attempt to
to make
make an
an opera
opera -- or
or other
other
musical
musical work
work -- 9n9
one continuar
continual purple
purple paich
patch has
has led
led to
to many
many egocentric
egocentric
monstrosities,
and they
they are
are still
still arriving.
arriving. The
The effect
effect on
on the
the liitener
listener isis
monstrosities, and
exhausting
exhausting to
to the
the nerves;
nerves; rather
rather like
like being
being screamed
screamed at
at over
over the
the telephone
telephone
for
No playwright
playwright ever
ever constructs
constructs aa drama
drama like
like this:
this: how
how can
can aa
for two
two hours.
hours. No
climax
climax be
be achieved
achieved ififeverything
everything before
before itit has
has been
been climactic?
climactic?
AA composer
composer does
does not
not undergo
undergo the
the intolerable
intolerable labour
labourofofwriting
writing out
outaa score
score
without
Newman inin atat least
least on.
one ofofhis
his books
books
without good
good reason.
reason. However,
However, Ernest
Ernest Newman
complains
the passages
passages where
where characters
characters inin the
theRing
Ring recount
recount parts
parts ofofthe
the
complains ofofthe
story'
story.already
alreadyknown
knowntotothe
theaudience,
audience,as
asbeing
beingredundant.
redundant.bne
Oneexample
exampleoccurs
occursinin
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Walkilre.
Wotan has a long
the second act of
ii re, where Wotan
of Die Walk
long conversation
with
conversation with
Bninnhilde. Surely,
point is that the audience
Briinnhilde.
Surely, however,
however, the point
audience may know
know what
has happened,
happened, but Briinnhilde
has
Bninnhilde does
She has to be told so
does not! She
so that she
she can
understand Wotan's predicament and in the course
passage Wagner
course of
of the passage
probes great
great depths
probes
depths of
of psychological understanding. If
If Mr
Mr Newman
Newman thought
passages were
such passages
were expendable,
expendable. then what did he really know
know about
Wagner? Similarly,
Similarly, the Dark
Dark Fiddler
Fiddler must explain
explain matters to his
companions, and also
sincere feelings
feelings before the arrival of
also express
express his own sincere
of
Sali and Vreli at the Paradise
Paradise Inn.
plumb Wagnerian profundities and his story does
Delius does
does not plumb
does not
require it. The music
music speaks
itself without
without the need for any
speaks for itself
recommendation.
recommendation. The television film
thought enchanting,
film I thought
enchanting, though
though I did
did
'Walk'
question the 'Walk' -- there is no waterfall
waterfall in the music! -- and the end,
point in
substituting
substituting a raft for Delius's
Delius's boat, meant that the point
in the score
score where
the boat sinks did
did not make its effect.
But we should
effect. But
should count
count ourselves
ourselves very
lucky
was expended
lucky that so
expended abroad on an opera
so much enthusiasm and care
care was
which is still neglected in our
our own capital
My grateful thanks
thanks go to the
which
capital city. My
artists
artists concerned and to all who helped in the project, induding
including the BBC
and by no means
means least,
least, the Delius Trust.
Trust.
'would
have identified
identified himself
personally
Mr Palmer
Palmer considers
considersthat
that Delius
himself personally
Delius 'would have
. . . with
with the
was in aa sense
the Dark Fiddler.
Fiddler. He,
He, like
like the
the Fiddler,
Fiddler, was
sensean
...
an outcast,
outcast.
spiritually isolated,
isolated,cosmopolitan
and temperament
spiritually
cosmopolitanin outlook
outlook and
temperamentbut
but basically
basically
stateless;
for routine
routine morality
codeof the
the society
stateless;
for
morality and
and the
the ethical
ethicalcode
societyinto
into which
which he
he
was born
was
Whilst
born he
he had
had no
no time
time whatsoever',
whatsoever'.
Whilst admitting
admitting the
the truth
truth of all
all this,
this, I
would suggest
suggestthat
the model
would
that the
model for
for Delius's
Delius's Dark Fiddler was
was the
the itinerant
itinerant
years. Sir
violinist Halfdan
Halfdan Jebe,
Jebe, aa boon
boon companion
companion of earlier
earlier years.
violinist
Sir Thomas
Thomas
'he was
Beecham said
said of him 'he
the only
only Delian
Delian intimate
Beecham
was about
about the
intimate whose
whose
appearance,speech
speechand
appearance,
and habits
habits Jelka
Jelka signally
signally failed
failed to
to appreciate'.
appreciate'.This
This is
is
probably aa considerable
considerable understatement:
Jebe represented
probably
understatement: Jebe
represented an
an occasional
occasional
gone for ever
ever and
temptation into aa lifestyle
lifestyle Jelka
temptation
and no
no doubt
doubt she
she
Jelka hoped
hoped had
had gone
the influence
feared the
influence of this
this man
man on her
her husband.
husband. Like the
the two
two lovers
feared
lovers in the
the
story,they
they had
had found
found their
their Paradise
and were
were not to
persuadedout
story,
ParadiseGarden
Garden and
to be
be persuaded
the blandishments
blandishmentsof the
of it by the
the Dark Fiddler.
Fiddler.

**

ANEW
BRANCH IS
IS FORMED
A NEWSOCIETY
FORMED
SOCIETYBRANCH
On
l5 November
November Delius
North of
On 15
Delius Society members in the North
of England
England were invited
invited
gathering by Henry
to a gathering
Henry Giles in
in Leeds.
Leeds. The main
main purpose ofthe
of the meeting was to
possibility of
consider
consider the possibility
of setting up a branch
branch of
of the Society in
in the North.
North. We
were very pleased that our
our chairman,
chairman, Rodney
Rodney Meadows, and the Chairman
Chairman of
of
the Midlands
Midlands Branch,
Branch, Dick
Dick Kitching,
Kitching, were able to attend and offer invaluable
invaluable
advice. A
A considerable
number of
considerable number
of members who were not able to attend wrote in
in
and expressed
with the idea. It
It is hoped to
expressed interest, so it was decided to go ahead with
set
Northern members will
set up two meetings
meetings in the Spring of
1993, and Northern
will be
of 1993,
advised of
of the arrangements in due course.
course.
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MIDLANDS
REPORT
MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
LIONEL
LIONEL CARLEY
CARLEY ON
ON EDVARD
EDVARD MUNCH
MUNCH
10
l0 October,
October. 1992
1992

Having
Having noted from
Lionel had given a paper
from the Delius Society
Society Journal that Lionel
at a two-day international
international colloquium
Munch in Paris
Paris in
colloquium on Edvard Munch
persuade him
give the Midlands
October 1991,
him to give
Midlands Branch
Branch a
1991,I was anxious to persuade
talk
talk on the subject.
gave a modified
Lionel
Lionel kindly
kindly agreed,
modified version of
of his talk
talk at Peter and
agreed, and gave
Margaret
Margaret Trotman's
Tiotman's in October
Peter and Margaret
Margaret had most
October 1992.
1992. Peter
provided a splendid
imaginatively
imaginatively provided
buffet accompanied
by
splendid Scandinavian
Scandinavian buffet
accompanied by
present.
schnapps
which was
schnapps and wine, which
was relished by those
those present.
It
It seems
in 1890
1890 or thereabouts
seems likely
likely that Munch
Munch and Delius met in
thereabouts when
probably made.
Munch's
Munch's first sketches
were probably
made. One of
these early
sketches of
of Delius were
of these
drawings
l'erdens Gang in
in October
l89l
October 1891
drawings appeared in
in the Norwegian
Norwegian paper Verdens
on the occasion of
Music Society
Christiania Music
Society of
of
of the performance at the Christiania
produced slides of
Delius's
Delius's concert overture Paa
Vidderne. Lionel
Lionel produced
these and
Paa Vidderne.
of these
many other Munch
Munch drawings and paintings to illustrate his talk.
In
were in a circle of
In Paris
Paris Delius and Munch
Munch were
of artists,
artists. writers and
musicians centred on the home of
Molard. a friend of
of William
William Molard,
of Gauguin.
Among
was the writer Strindberg concerning whom
whom
Among this distinguished circle was
Delius wrote an article in
1920 describing how Delius and
tn The
The Sackbut
Sackbut in 1920
Munch
Munch received
received a postcard
Munch had visited Strindberg following
following which Munch
from Strindberg accusing
accusing him
him of
of attempting to murder him.
Another
Another member of
was the painter Gauguin. Mter
After Gauguin
of the circle was
Gauguin
painter. Daniel
had departed
Daniel de Monfreid,
Monfreid, negotiated
negotiated the
departed for Tahiti.
Thhiti. another painter,
'Nevermore'
sale
painting 'Nevermore' (now in the Courtauld
sale to Delius of
of Gauguin's painting
Courtauld
portrait of
Collection). Lionel
with
Lionel showed
showed de
de Monfreid's
Monfreid's portrait
of Delius together
together with
others
others by Ouvre
Ouvr6 and Beckmann.
During
During 1897
1897 Delius was
was approached by Gunnar
Norwegian
Gunnar Heiberg, the Norwegian
playwright, with a request
request that he write incidental
incidental music for his play
Folkeraadet.
Folkeraadet This
This contains
scene in which
which Delius
Delius treated the
contains the notorious
notorious scene
Norwegian
Norwegian National
National Anthem
Anthem as
Lionel produced a slide
as a funeral march. Lionel
slide of
of
'Funeral
Munch's
Munch's drawing 'Funeral March'
March' showing a bier being carried and in the
possibly a
foreground
foreground a row
row of
of cartoon
cartoon heads blowing
blowing hot air -- quite possibly
the
same
subject.
treatment of
of
same subject.
Munch's
until Delius's death,
Munch's friendship with Delius continued until
death. and we
preliminary sketches
saw further portraits of
including preliminary
of Delius by him, including
sketches of
of
the composer at Wiesbaden and the fine lithograph
lithograph that resulted.
resulted. Many
Many of
of
'The
Munch's
were also
including The Scream',
Munch's famous paintings were
also illustrated,
illustrated. including
Scream',
'The
'The
'Evening'
'Bathing
'The
Kiss',
Kiss', The Dance of
of Life', 'Evening' and 'Bathing Men'. Lionel
Lionel
reported
reported that at the colloquium
devoted virtually
virtually an entire
colloquium one speaker
speaker devoted
address
of the human
human leg in this latter
address to a comparison of
of the treatment of
painting by another artist!
work and in a painting
artist!
brief account of
The talk concluded with a hrief
of the actual exhibition
exhibition at the
Musee d'Orsay,
d'Orsay. and we heard a private recording ofsome
of some ofDelius's
of Delius's songs
which
songswhich
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had been
been included in aa recital
recital season
had
season that was
was linked to the
the exhibition.
were both of aa very high standard and provided
The talk and the buffet were
provided aa
real breath of Scandinavia.
real
Scandinavia.

R.B.K.
R.B.K.

SOUTH-WEST
BRANCH REPORT
SOUTH-WESTBRANCH
REPORT
ELGAR AND
AND THE
THE THEATRE
ELGAR
THEATRE

Bath,
Bath, 19
19 September,
September, 1992
1992

The South-West
South-West Branch meeting held by kind permission of
of Betty and John
Herbert at their home near Bath last September
September could be counted as
as a
success, especially
success,
especially in view of the number of members who were
were able to
attend.
was Ron Bleach,
The speaker
speaker was
Bleach, making a return visit at short notice,
notice, and
presenting a talk on Elgar and the Theatre with many music examples.
presenting
examples.
were taken from
from Grania and Diarmid
Diarmid, The
These were
The Crown
Crown of
of India, an excerpt
Bons Godunov
from Boris
Godunov sung by Chaliapin
Chaliapin who might have
have secured
secured an opera
'King
from Elgar based
Lear'. then through the Great War to The
based on 'King Lear',
The
Express.This
This was followed
followed by an excerpt from
Starlight Express.
The
from Sheridan's play
play'The
which Dame Edith
Edith Evans (a friend of
Rivals' in which
of Elgar) took the leading
role, a recording of
role,
of Bernard Shaw speaking,
speaking, and ending with Sir Barry
and The
The Spanish
Spanish Lady, EIgar's
Elgar's unfinished
unfinished opera.
Jackson and
This was
was followed by an audio-visual presentation taken by Or
Dr Roger
Society's last visit to Grez-sur-Loing, which
which brought to an
Buckley at the Society's
what proved a very enjoyable
enjoyable afternoon.
end what
Alice
Alice Jones

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
Rodnev Meadows
From: The Chairman,
Chairman. Rodney
Meadows
It
It has been pointed
pointed out to me that my
my remarks lJournal
[Journal 108
pp.l7-18], in
in
108 pp.17-181,
addressing
addressing the Socie$
Society at Grez-sur-Loing
Grez-sur-Loing on 7 September
September 1991
l99l about the
two Delius
Oelius wills,
wills, were not accurate.
accurate. I spoke at short
short notice, without
without notes,
after minimum
minimum preparation,
preparation, without
without access
access to the reference books, and
and my
my
words
words were faithfully
faithfully transcribed
transcribed in
in the Journal from
from a video
video recording.
May
May I now
now make
make itit clear that
that the very early will
will of
of Delius
Delius was the only
only
one valid
valid in
in law. His
His final
final intentions
intentions recorded by
by Eric
Eric Fenby, with
with Balfour
Balfour
Gardiner
Gardiner as
as executor, did
did not
not constitute
constitute a will
will in
in the legal sense,
sense, as
as the
formalities
had not
not been completed.
formalities had
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From: Ron Kirkman,
Kirkman. Geneva
I should
join in
of A Village
Village Romeo
Romeo and
like to join
in the debate on the new video of
should like
Juliet
Harold Dennis.
Juliet opened in Journal
Journol 109
109 by Henry
Henry Giles and Harold
First, though, I ought to say
know this most Delian
Delian of
say that I first came to know
of
operas through
through the superb 1972
with Elizabeth
1972 Meredith
Meredith Davies recording, with
Elizabeth
Harwood,
Luxon et
Harwood, Robert Tear,
Tear, John Shirley-Quirk,
Shirley-Quirk, Ben Luxon
et al . . . , a
recording
which (despite Robert
Pearsish tone) set
recording which
Robert Tear's
Tear's too Peter Pearsish
set the
standard for me, to such an extent that I let opportunities
opportunities to see
see the opera
live (in Zurich
because I had built
built up, in
in my own
Znrich and Bern) go by, because
own
'scenario'
production, no matter how
imagination,
how
imagination, a 'scenario' such as
as no real-life production,
good, could
could ever match.
production of
A
is, as
as one commentator
commentator has
A television
television or video production
of this opera is,
produced
observed,
Village Romeo
Romeo can be produced
in which
which the Village
only way in
observed, perhaps the only
successfully.
with such anticipation
This is why
why I looked
looked forward
forward with
anticipation to the new
successfully. This
Decca video. But, like Henry
was initially
initially disappointed,
Henry Giles, I was
disappointed, albeit for
whilst regretting like
different
reasons. I can live with
with the opening
opening scenes,
scenes, whilst
like
different reasons.
him
are in central Switzerland,
Switzerland, after
him the lack
lack of
of majestic Alpine
Alpine scenery (we are
al1!);
teenage Sali and Vreli
Vreli can be
all!); however, there is no way that the teenage
anything
but Slavonic, rather than
sure that Gottfried
Keller
anything but
than Swi~s:
Swiss: I am sure
Gottfried Keller
with Harold
would
only agree
agree with
Harold Dennis
Dennis
would not have approved -- and yet I can only
that their
totally captured.
their complete romantic
romantic innocence is totally
Henry about the dream wedding
wedding
On the other hand, I do disagree
with Henry
disagree with
and the fair sequence.
sequence. I cannot imagine either being better done.
done. The fair
scene,
u'hich he refers,
refers, is typical
notwithstanding the time transfer to which
typical of
of
scene, notwithstanding
your average
would be no place in your
central European
European fairs even now. There would
average
portrayed here:
UK
here: but
but from
from my own
own
fairground for civic dignitaries
UK fairground
dignitaries as
as are portrayed
present. This
would surely be present.
experience I can vouch that such folk
This
folk would
fairground
fairground scene
scene is so
so right.
But
with Henry
final scene.
But I do agree
agree fully
fully with
Henry Giles about the final
scene. The Paradise
Garden
weird inmates are wrong
wrong and kill
kill the atmosphere that has
Garden and its weird
been so carefully
which are so
built up. The last ten minutes of
of the opera, which
so
carefully built
poetically captured in the Meredith
magically
magically and poetically
Meredith Davies recording, go for
just upstream
Rhine just
nothing
nothing here.
here. In
In this new video we seem
seem to be on the Rhine
from
from Basel rather than
than in
in the quiet, mid-nineteenth
mid-nineteenth century
century backwater
backwater that
voices of
Delius
Delius and Keller
Keller surely had in
of the boatmen
boatmen
in mind.
mind. The deafening voices
'passing
'passing
by' do nothing
nothing at all.
nothing to dispel this image, nothing
There are nonetheless many
aspects of
of Sir Charles Mackerras's
Mackerras's
many positive aspects
vision that the opera needs.
new recording. He has the insight
insight and the vision
needs.
performances of
Thomas
Thomas Hampson's
Hampson's acting and singing, the offstage performances
Helen
of Helen
Field
Field and Arthur
Arthur Davies ...
. . . Yet in
having viewed this new video
in the end, having
many
best, maybe the
many times, I do go back to my original
original feeling: that the best,
preferably
only, way to appreciate A Village
Wllage Romeo
Romeo and Juliet is to listen, preferably
your
with
with eyes
recording and to let your
closed, to the Davies, or now Mackerras, recording
eyes closed,
own imagination
imagination take over.
over.
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From: Tasmin
London
Tasmin Little,
Little. London
Paa Vidderne
I read Rolf
.article on Paa
Rolf Stang's fascinating
fascinating.article
Vidderne in
in Journal 108
108 -- yet
another
Delius work
work which
which is sadly neglected.
another example of
of a Delius
neglected. I was interested
poem
qualities which
which Mr
feels the speaker of
to note the qualities
Mr Stang feels
of the Ibsen poem
'a
should
conjuror of
of great emotional
emotional range ...
. . one with
with imposing
imposing
should have -- 'a conjuror
vocal resources
with full-blown,
full-blown, old-fashioned
resources ... an actor with
old-fashioned oratory
oratory skills
with thrust
·. . . Ideally
Ideally a fully
fully resonant speaking voice, soaring with
thrust and gravity,
albeit hard
hard to find
find since the advent of
film and television'.
of film
Not
Not all that hard, actually! Such an actor exists,
within the
exists, and within
membership
Delius Society.
thirty years' experience,
membership of
of the Delius
Society. He has over thirty
primarily in
primarily
in the theatre, including
including seasons
seasons at Stratford-upon-Avon
Stratford-upon-Avon and the
qualities required, as
Old
who have
as any members who
Old Vic. He also has all the qualities
perform his One Man
seen
Man Play
Play Paradise
Paradise Garden
will agree.
hitn perform
Garden will
agree.
seen hiLa
I know
because he happens to be my father, George Little.
Little.
know all this because

NEWS ROUND-UP
ROUND-UP
following information from the
the
Mr lan
Ian Duckworth has
has supplied
the following
supplied the
•O Mr
'An open competition for a monument which
Bradford
Argus: 'An
Bradford Telegraph
Tblegraphand Argus:
open
a
reflected
reflectedBradford's
Bradford's history
history has
has chosen
chosen aa design
design which translates
translatesFrederick
Frederick
Delius's
material form.
form. The
The winning design
the
Delius's love
love of nature
nature into material
design is
is by the
sculptor
be made
made up of two
two large
large
Hiscott from Swansea,
Swansea,and
and will be
sculptor Amber Hiscott
green glass
glass leaves
steel
leaveswith two
two smaller
leavesin the
the centre.
The
steel skeleton
skeletonleaves
smaller green
centre.The
grant from the
cost
f30,000will be
be funded
funded by aa grant
the Foundation
Foundation from
cost of around
around £30,000
private sponsors.
Sport
the Arts,
Arts, and
two private
sponsors.The
The sculpture
sculpture will stand
stand
Sport and
and the
and by two
outside
the new
ExchangeSquare.
new square
looks onto
outside the
new law courts
courts in Exchange
Square.This new
squarelooks
onto
St
Bradford's concert
1853.The
The sculpture
is
St George's
George's Hall, Bradford's
concert hall built in 1853.
sculpture is
planned to be
place by February
planned
be in place
February 1993.'
1993.'Subsequently,
Subsequently,another
another member,
member,
Mary Jones
Romford, has
has kindly supplied
supplied aa further
further cutting
the
Jones from Romford,
cutting from the
'Row
paper, dated
same
28 September,
the heading
heading 'Row hits
hits sculpture
same paper,
dated 28
September,with the
sculpture
people had
tribute
tribute to Delius'.
Delius'. Apparently,
Apparently, many people
had hoped
hoped for aa monument
monument
'Who's
remembering
instead the
the Nobel
Nobel Prize
Pize winner Sir Edward
Edward Appleton.
Appleton. 'Who's
remembering instead
you ask?
you would get
get after
heT
hear you
the same
same response
responseyou
after
he?' do
do I hear
ask? No doubt the
quizzing the
quizzing
the inhabitants
inhabitants of Bradford
Bradford about
about Delius!
Delius!
the 150th
l50th anniversary
the birth of Norway's
Norway's most
most
anticipation of the
anniversary of the
•O In anticipation
famous
was launched
launched in
famous composer,
composer, aa Grieg
Grieg Society
Society of Great
Great Britain was
November.
is Sir Yehudi
November. Its Patron
Patron is
Yehudi Menuhin, and
and its
its Vice-Presidents
Vice-Presidentsare
are
MaIcolm
Richard Baker
Baker and
Per Dreier.
Dreier. Anyone
Anyone wishing
wishing further
Malcolm Arnold, Richard
and Per
further
information should
write to the
the Grieg
Britain, clo
The
should write
Grieg Society
Society of Great
Great Britain,
c/o The
Royal
Embassy,25
25 Belgrave
BelgraveSquare,
Royal Norwegian
Norwegian Embassy,
Square,London SWIX 8QD.
8QD.
year is
next year
is of the
the birth on 31
3l July
anniversary next
July 1893
1893 of
•O Another anniversary
member of this
C.
Delius and
and once
once aa member
this Society.
Society.Details
Details of
C. W. Orr,
Orr, aa friend of Delius
some
included in Forthcoming
FonhcomingEvents.
Events.Meanwhile
centenary concerts
concerts are
are included
Meanwhile
some centenary
the composer,
members
membersare
are reminded
reminded of Jane
JaneWilson's
Wilson's study
study of
of the
composer,C.
W. 0"
C. W
Orr -(Thames Publishing,
the
(Thames
unknown song-composer
Publishing, 1989),
1989),which contained
the unknown
song-composer
contained an
an
appendix
Delius to Orr.
14 letters
lettersfrom Delius
Orr.
appendix of 14
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In November
November Tasmin
Tasmin Little
Little was
was heard
playing Delius's
heard playing
Delius's Violin
•O In
Violin Concerto
Concerto in
in aa
BBC recording
recording of
May concert
of aa May
concert at
at the
the Royal
BBC
Royal Northern
Northern College
College of
of Music,
Music,
Manchester, with
with Raymond
Raymond Leppard
Leppard conductingthe
Manchester,
conducting theBBC
BBC Philharmonic
Philh armonic OrchesOrchestra.Itisgratifyingto
seethatboth
herDeliusconcerto
It is gratifying to see
that both her
Delius concerto recordings,
Violin and
tra.
recordings.ofthe
oftheViolin
and
of the Double,
Double, were
wereselected
selectedbyJonathan
ofthe
by Jonathan Swain
in the
the December
Swain in
DecemberGramophone
Gramophoneas
as
being amongst
amongst his
his favourite
favourite recordings
recordings for
'Critics' Choice' nomibeing
for 1992.
1992.A
A similar
similar'Critics'Choice'
nomination was
was made
made by
by Alan
Alan Sanders
Sandersofthe
of the Beecham
nation
Beech am collection
collection including
including the
theViolin
Violin
Concerto and
andThe
Songofthe
of theHigh
High Hills.
Hills.
Concerto
The Song
It is
is with
with deep
deep regret
regretthat
that we
we report
report the
the deaths
deathsoftwo
of two members.
•O It
members. Harold
Harold Dennis
Dennis
of Southampton,
Southampton, aa member
years, sadly
member for
for many
many years,
of
sadly died
died before
before seeing
his letter
seeing his
letter
printed in
in the
the last
lastissue
issueoftheJoumal.
of theJo urnal .We
gratitude his
We acknowledge
printed
acknowledge with
with gratitude
his legacy
legacyto
to
theSocietyoff2l0.andfurtherdonationstotallingf80.ArnoldCrowe,whodiedin
the
Societyof£210, and furtherdonationstotalling£80.ArnoldCrowe,whodiedin
November, was
was another
another long-standing
long-standing member
November,
member and
and regularly
regularly attended
attended our
our LonLondon meetings,
meetings, and
and he
he and
his wife
and his
wife went
went with
with the
the Society
don
Society to
to Grez
Grez in
in 1991.
1991.Both
Both
will be much missed,
missed, and we
we offer our sympathies
members will
sympathies to their families.
One of
the least
of the
least rewarding
rewarding experiences
experiences over Christmas
Christmas was,
general,
•O One
was, in general,
listening to the offerings of the
the new-styled BBC Radio 3,
listening
3, and, in particular,
particular,
traditional Christmas
Christmas Quiz.
hearing the traditional
so much from this frequency,
Quiz. Like so
programme seems
entertaining programme
seems to have deteriorated sharply
this once entertaining
sharply in
quality. The questions ranged from the puerile to the unimaginative
unimaginative and the
obscure. The intellectual
intellectual level may be gauged
gauged from
from having
obscure.
having the participants
participants
hates as
regards works and composers they would
as regards
air their pet hates
would confine
confine to
desert island. The cellist Steven
some remote desert
Steven Isserlis nominated
nominated Delius
Delius as
as
'hot-house
of 'hot-house music' he could
the type of
could do without.
without. Elgar
Elgar was also
writing'incredibly
condemned, for writing
'incredibly miserable' music.
music. It
It seemed
seemed at times a
pity to intrude
intrude upon
upon such private fun. Programmes
Programmes like
pity
like this make the
presenters of
of Classic FM
FM seem
seem almost
almost intelligent.
offerings and presenters
intelligent.
From 12
12 November
November 1992
1992 until
until 7 February
February 1993
1993 the National
National Gallery,
•O From
Gallery,
London, held
held an exhibition
exhibition of
of the works
of Edvard
Edvard Munch,
London,
works
of
Munch, focusing
focusing on his
'Frieze
of Life'
series. While
of Delius
'Frieze of
Life' series.
While his portraits
portraits of
Delius lay outside the scope of
of
the exhibition,
exhibition, it
it was good to see
see on
on sale
sale a book
book on
by a former
Munch by
on Munch
former
member
John Boulton
Boulton Smith,
member of
of our
our Society, the late John
Smith, who
who was an
acknowledged
acknowledged expert on the Norwegian
Norwegian artist. Another
Another of
of his
his books, the
1983 Tiiad
1983
Triad Press publication
publication Frederick
Frederick Delius & Edvard
Edvard Munch:
Munch: their
their
friendship and
and their
their conespondence,
correspondence, has sadly
sadly long
long been
been out
out of
of print.
print.
fiendship
O
The Delius-Fenby
Delius-Fenby Sonata for
for Strings has been recorded
recorded by
by Nicholas
Nicholas
• The
Braithwaite
zealand chamber
Braithwaite and
and the New
New Zealand
Chamber orchestra
Orchestra on
on a Koch
Koch
International
37139-2. coupled
International Classics CD
CD 37139-2,
coupled with
with some works
works for
for strings by
by
Frank
Frank Bridge.
Bridge. The
The collection
collection entitled
entitled AA Delius Festival,
formerly on
on HMV
HMV
Festival, formerly
'Greensleeve',
'Eminence'
'Greensleeve', has been re-issued on
on EMI
EMI 'Eminence' CDEMx2l98
CDEMX2198 and
and
TCEMX2I98.
TCEMX2198. The
The main
main item
item is Sargent's recording
recording of
of Songs
Songs of
of Farewell,
Farewell,
but
but itit also includes
includes Groves'
Groves' Cynara.
O
• The
The Dance
Dance for
for Harpsichord
Harpsichord has been
been recorded
recorded by
by the
the Turkish
Turkish harpsichordist
harpsichordist
Leyla
D obtainable
Leyla Pinar
Pinar on
on aa new
newPavane
Pavane Records
Records C
CD
obtainable from
from Kingdom
Kingdom Records,
Records, 6611
Collier
Collier Street, London
London NI
NI 9BE.
9BE. This
This is
is aa welcome
welcome addition
addition to
to the
the catalogue,
catalogue,
although
although itit is
is not,
not, as
as the
the accompanying
accompanying notes
notes suggest,
suggest, the
the first
first recording
recording of
of this
this
piece
piece on
on the
the instrument
instrument for
for which
which itit was
was intended.
intended. Peter
Peter Cooper
Cooper recorded
recorded itit in
in
aa collection
collection entitled'Four
entitled 'FourCenturies
Centuries of
ofHarpsichord
Harpsichord Music'
Music' on
on Pye
Pye GSGC
GSGC14113.
I 4 I I 3.
The
The work
work has
has also
also been
been recorded
recorded by
by Igor
Igor Kipnis,
Kipnis, but
but itit is,
is, however,
however, its
its first
first
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appearance
appearanceon CD.
cD.
gave members
•O Sidonie
who gave
memberssuch
Sidonie Goossens,
Goossens,who
such aa memorable
memorableevening
the
eveningat
at the
first
meetingsat
at the
first of this
this season's
season'sSociety
Societymeetings
the BMIC on 23
23 September,
was
September,was
gueston BBC
also
heard on 13
13 November
November as
Richard Baker's
also heard
as Richard
Baker'sguest
BBC Radio
Radio 3's
3'sIn
programme.
Tune
Tuneevening
eveningprogramme.
reports that
Philadelphia Branch's
•O Bill Marsh
Marsh reports
that the
the Philadelphia
Branch's concert
concert last
last October,
October,
previous issue's
listed in the
ForthcomingEvents,
listed
the previous
issue's Forthcoming
Events, was
was aa great
great success,
success,
drawing
audienceof 200.
200.Deborah
Deborah Carter
Carter was
was unfortunately
drawing an
an audience
unfortunatelyindisposed
indisposed
owing
long-termeffects
place
owing to
to the
the long-term
effectsof aa car
car accident
accidentin the
the spring,
spring,but her
her place
fellow-flautistDavid Cramer.
was
was taken
taken by fellow-flautist
Cramer.That
That concert
concertand
and recent
Delius
recentDelius
record
record releases,
releases, together
together with the
the Village
Wllage Romeo
Romeo video,
video. received
received brief
The Philadelphia
PhiladelphiaDaily News.
coverage
News.
coveragein The

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
EVENTS
Saturday
February
Saturday6 February

Menuhin
Menuhin Room,
Room. Guildhall,
Guildhall. Portsmouth
Portsmouth

Delius
Portsmouth Leisure
Leisure Service
Delius Day School,
School, run by Portsmouth
Servicedepartment,
department,with
with
tutors
Lewis Foreman,
Foreman, Stephen
Lloyd. Roderick
Roderick Swanston
tutors Lewis
Stephen Lloyd,
Swanston and
Terry
and Terry
Barfoot.
Enquiries to
Arts Office,
Office. Guildhall,
Portsmouth POl 2AD
2AD
Barfoot. Enquiries
to City
City Arts
Guildhall, Portsmouth
(0705834182).
(students£4)
from 0705
(0705
Tickets
Tickets£8
f4) from
0705824355.
834182).
f8 (students
824355.
p.m.
Sunday
Februaryat
at 3 p.m.
Sunday7 February

Assembly Hall, Tunbridge Wells

TunbridgeWells
Brian
Wright conducts
conductsthe
the Royal
Royal Tunbridge
Wells Symphony
Brian Wright
SymphonyOrchestra
Orchestrain
and
Delius's
works by
Delius'sNorth
North Country
CountrySketches
Sketches
and works
by Richard
Richard Strauss,
Strauss,Bellini
Bellini and
and
Borodin.
Borodin.

Tuesday
Wednedsay10,
10,Friday
Friday 12
12 and
l3 February
February
Tuesday9,
9, Wednedsay
and Saturday
Saturday13

Hull
Hull

The Music
Department of
Hull University are
Music Department
of Hull
are staging
staging Delius's A
I Village
Village
Romeo
Alan Laing and directed
Romeo and Juliet,
Juliet, conducted by Alan
directed by Robert
Cheesmond.
No further information
information is available at the time of
Cheesmond. No
of going to
(0482-46311)
I) for
press,
press, but members interested
interested should ring the University (0482-4631
details.
details.
p.m.
Sunday
14 February
Februaryat
2.30p.m.
at 2.30
Sunday 14

Philadelphia. USA
Philadelphia,

Philadelphia Singers
An
An all-English concert,
concert, given by the Philadelphia
Singers at the Church
Church of
of
(between Spruce
St Luke and The Epiphany, 13th
l3th St.
St. (between
Spruce and Pine Streets),
Streets),
Tb be
Philadelphia,
be sung
summer night on the
water.
Philadelphia, to include Delius's To
sung of
of a
o summer
the water.
There will
Philadelphia Branch members
members to meet
meet
will be an opportunity
opportunity for Philadelphia
lrom the
after
Please note
note the
the change
change of information from
the concert.
concert. Please
the entry in
after the
issue.
the previous issue.

29
29

p.m.
Tuesday16
16February
Februaryat
Tuesday
at 77 p.m.

B.M.I.C.,10
B.M.I.C.,
l0 Stratford
StratfordPlace,
Place.London
London Wl

'Delius's
Delius
aa presentation
Delius Society
Societymeeting:
meeting:"Delius's musical
musicalapprenticeship',
apprenticeship',
presentationby
Threlfall to
Robert Threlfall
to mark
his 75th
Robert
mark his
75th birthday.
birthday.
p .m .
Wednesday17
l7 February
7.30 p.m.
Wednesday
Februaryat
at7.30

Colston Hall,
Hall. Bristol
Bristol

Delius's Songs
Farewell,with Richard
Delius's
Songsof Farewell,
Richard Hickox
Hickox conducting
conducting the Waynflete
Singersand
and the
the Bournemouth
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.
Singers
Orchestra. This concert is being
by Radio
relayedby
Radio BBC
BBC 3.
3.
relayed

Thursday18
18February
Februaryat
Thursday
7.30
at7.30

Guildhall,
Portsmouth
Guildhall. Portsmouth

,Songsof Sunset,
Delius's Songs
the Waynflete
Delius's
Sunset,with the
Waynflete Singers
Singers and
and soloists
soloistsAmanda
Amanda
Roocroft and
Terfel, and
Roocroft
and Bryn Terfe!,
Richard Hickox conducting
and Richard
conducting the
the
BournemouthSymphony
programmealso
Bournemouth
SymphonyOrchestra.
Orchestra.The
The programme
also includes
includesSibelius'
Sibelius'
(0705)834184
Symphony.Tel.
Tel.(0705)
834184
Second
SecondSymphony.
p.m.
Wednesday24
24 February
at 7.30
Wednesday
Rbruary at
7.30p.m.

Wessex
WessexHall,
Hall. Poole
PooleArts Centre
Centre

Richard Hickox
Hickox conducts
the Waynflete
Waynflete Singers
Richard
conducts the
the Bournemouth
Singers and
and the
Bournemouth
Symphony
Symphony Orchestra
Orchestra in Delius's
Delius's Sea
Sea Drift
Drifi with Bryn Terfel
Terfel as
soloist. The
The
as soloist.
includes works
(0202)685222.
concert
concert also
also includes
works by Britten,
Britten, Debussy
Debussy and
and EIgar.
Elgar. (0202)
685222.
performancesof Sea
,SecDrift.
Following
Following the
the concert
concert performances
Difi, Songs
Songsof Sunset
Sunsetand
Songs
and Songs
Farewell.the
the same
forcesare
to record
record these
theseworks.
works.
of Farewell,
same forces
are to
20March
Saturday
p.m.
Saturday20
March at
at 8 p.m.

Queen's
Hall. Trull Road,
CollegeConcert
ConcertHall,
Road,Taunton
Taunton
Queen'sCollege

(soloist
The Somerset
performs Delius's
SomersetCounty Orchestra
Orchestra performs
Delius's Cello
Cello Concerto
Concerto (soloist
Tempest).The
The concert
Keith Tempest).
concert also
also includes
includes Stravinsky's
Stravinsky'sSymphony
Symphony in C and
and
Brahms' Fourth
Fourth Symphony.
Brahms'
Symphony.
Thursday25
25 March
March at
Thursday
p.m.
at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.C.,
B.M.I.C.,10
10 Stratford
StratfordPlace,
Place,London
London WI
Wl

Delius Society
Society meeting:
meeting: a talk by Lyndon Jenkins
Jenkins on Brigg
Brigg Fair and
Delius
and In a
Summer
Garden.
Summer Garden.
Saturday 27
27 March at 7.30
7.30 p.m.
p.m.
Saturday

Nottingham
Nottineham

Dawn Redwood
Redwood will
will talk
talk to members of
of the Delius
Society Midlands
Midlands
Dawn
Delius Society
Branch on Walt
WaIt Whitman
Whitman at her home.
home, Hunters
Hunters Farm.
Farm, 3l-33
31-33 Main Road.
Road,
Branch
Wilford
Wilford Village,
Village, Nottingham.
Nottingham.

30
30
p.m.
Saturday
Saturday27
27 March
March at
at 2.15
2.15p.m.

Department,CliftonCollege,
Music
Music Department,Clifton
College,Bath
Bath

A joint meeting
meeting of the
the Elgar
Elgar and
Delius Societies'
Societies'South-West
and Delius
South-WestBranches
Branches
'Delius
when
when Lewis
Lewis Foreman
Foremanwill be
be speaking
Bax'.
speakingon 'Delius and
and Bax'.
Monday
Monday 5 April
April

Halifax
Halifax

performs Eric Fenby's Rossini
The Halifax
Halifax Orchestral
Rossirzion Ilkla
llkla Moor.
Orchestral Society performs

Saturday 24 April
April at 7.30
7.30 p.m.

Derby
Derby

will talk on Delius's Double
Midlands
Midlands Branch meeting.
meeting. Richard
Richard Kitching
Kitching will
Double
Concerto
Concerto and
Rouge/Idyl/, at Gwen
Gwen and Graham
and Margot la Rouge/Idyll,
Graham Parsons' home,
Derwent
Derwent Ridge, Bullhurst
Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood,
Underwood, Derby. Branch
Branch
members should note the change
change of
of programme.

Wednesday
Wednesday 5 May
May at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.C.,
l0 Stratford Place,
Place. London
B.M.I.C.. 10
London Wl
Wl

Delius Society
Society meeting:
meeting: Stephen
Lloyd offers
offers a centenary assessment
assessmentof
Stephen Lloyd
of the
Bournemouth
Bournemouth Symphony
Symphony Orchestra.
Orchestra.
p.m.
Sunday
16May at
2.30p.m.
Sunday16
at 2.30

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia.USA

'Keep
'Keep
the Home
Home Fires Burning': Delius Society,
Society. Philadelphia
Philadelphia Branch,
concert at Longwood
Longwood Gardens,
Square, with
with a programme of
Gardens, Kennett Square,
of
pieces, and a tribute to Ivor
English songs,
songs, organ pieces,
Ivor Novello
Novello on the occasion
of
with admission
Longwood Gardens, with
of his centenary. Concert
Concert free
free with
admission to Longwood
with
Society
function to follow.
Societv function

p.m.
Saturday
22 May at
Saturday22
at 7.30
7.30p.m.

Symphony
Symphony Hall,
Hall, Birmingham
Birmingham

Christopher
Birmingham Choir,
ChristopherRobinson
Robinson conducts
conductsthe
the City of Birmingham
the Oxford
Choir, the
Oxford
Bach
Bach Choir and
the CBSO
Mass of Life
Life with soloists
and the
CBSO in Delius's
Delius's Mass
soloists Joan
Joan
Rodgers,
Rodgers, Catherine
Catherine Wyn-Rogers,
Wyn-Rogers, Justin
Justin Lavender
Lavender and
and Stephen
Stephen Roberts.
Roberts.
prices from £5
Ticket
Ticket prices
f5 to £21
f2l with 10%
bookings of 10
l0% discount
discount for bookings
10 or more
more
giving aa pre-concert
pre-concerttalk on the
seats.
seats.Lyndon Jenkins
be giving
the Mass
Mossof Life.
Life.
Jenkins will be
p.m.
Sunday
May at
23May
at 2.30
2.30p.m.
Sunday23

St
Mary's Church,
Higham Ferrers,
StMary's
Church,Higham
Rrrers,Northampton
Northampton

A
recital by Ian and
Jennifer Partridge ofsongs by Schubert, Schumann,
eight
Arecitalbylan
andJenniferPartridgeofsongsbySchubert,
Schumann,and
andeight
great success
English
English composers
composersincluding Delius.
Delius. After the
the great
previous
successof the
the previous
'Music
'Music
at
occasion, it is
Higham'occasion,
is hoped
that as
manyDelius
DeliusSociety
at Higham'
hopedthat
asmany
Societymembers
membersas
as
possiblewill
partofanyproceedshasgenerously
concert, especially as part
ofanyproceeds has generously
possible
will supportthe
suppcrttheconcert,especiallyas
(s.a.e.)and
been
been offered
offered to the
the Society.
Tickets (s.a.e.)
further information from Meg
Society.Tickets
and further
Alien,
9Linnetts Lane, HighamFerrers,NorthantsNN98DE (0933) 55742 (24hrs).
Allen,9LinnettsLane,HighamFerrers,NorthantsNN98DE(0933)55742(24hrs).
(concessions
f5 (concessions
£8
£6
f8 and
and £5
f6 and
and £4).
fa). High tea
tea£2.
f2. Accommodation
Accommodationcan
provided
canbe
be provided
on request.
request.

31
3l
Saturday29
29May
p.m.
May at
at 1I p.m.
Saturday

RAF
RAF Club,
Club, 128
128Piccadilly,
Piccadilly,London
London

Delius Society
Society Luncheon
Luncheon and
and AGM.
given on
AGM. Full
Full details
Delius
details are
are given
on the
the enclosed
enclosed
leaflet. For
For those
those attending
atterrding the
the AGM
AGM only,
only, the
leaflet.
the meeting
meeting begins
begins at
p.m. The
at 22 p.m.
The
park.
nearest Underground
Underground stations
stations are
Hyde Park
nearest
are Hyde
Park Corner
Corner and
and Green
Green Park.
Please note
note that
that the
the RAF
RAF Club
jacket
Club rules
rules require
require that
Please
gentlemen wear
that gentlemen
wear aa jacket
and tie
tie or
or suit,
suit, and
and the
the Hall
Hall Porter
Porter will
will enforce
and
enforce this
this rule.
rule.

Friday 30
30July
July
Friday

Painswick
PainswickChurch
Church

Brian Rayner
Rayner Cook
Cook and
Brian
and Clifford
Clifford Benson
Benson present
presentaa C
C W
W Orr
Orr Centenary
Centenary
recital of
of songs
songsby
by Orr,
Orr, Vaughan
VaughanWilliams,
Williams, Finzi
recital
Finzi and
and John
John Sanders.
Sanders.

Saturday31
3l July
July
Saturday

Painswick
PainswickChurch
Church

w. Orr
orr Centenary
centenary concert:
concert:Orr's
orr's Cotswold
c. W.
cotswold Hill Tune,
rune, Finzi's
Finzi's Requiem
Requiem da
da
Camera,and
and Vaughan
vaughan Williams'
williams' Five
Five Mystical
Camera,
Mystical Songs,
Songs,with
with Brian
Brian Rayner
Rayner
Cook,Cathedral
CathedralChamber
ChamberChoir and
Cook,
and Orchestra,
Orchestra,conducted
conductedby
by Martin Hall.
Hall.

p.m.
Sunday 1I August at 3 p.m.

Painswick Church
Church

Evensong, with
with works by Sumsion, Sanders,
Evensong,
Sanders, Finzi
Finzi and Vaughan
vaughan Williams
williams to
mark the Orr
Orr Centenary.
mark

Further
details of Delius
Societyevents
Further details
Delius Society
be obtained
obtained from
Programme
eventscan
can be
from Programme
Secretary
Secretary Brian Radford,
Radford, 2l
21 Cobthorne
Cobthorne Drive,
Drive, Allestree,
Allestree, Derby
Derby DE3
DE3 2Sy.
2SY.
Telephone:
0332552019
552019(home)
03324242
Telephone: 0332
(home) or 0332
42442 ext.
ext. 3563
3563 (work).
(work).
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(See " The
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28, 1929)
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'The
actually
The Gramophone
Gramophone
actuallyused
usedby
by ~
F'REDERICK DELIUS
DE[,[US
FREDERICK
t

1

" I am
arn always
alwaysdelighted
delighted with my E.11.G.
E.I{.G.
Gramophone. Its
renderingof orchestral
fts rendering
Gramophone.
orchestral
and
and all other
other music
music is
is so
n11u12l-unso natural-unand in every
distorted and
every way
w^y satisfactory.
satisfactory.
distorted
been using it for 2z years."
have been
yeats."
I have

FREDERICK DELIUS
DELIUS
FREDERICI(
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W.C.z
11,
11,GRAPE
STREET,W.C.2
GRAPE STREET,

POI::~:~:~~;~~{:~::r::hone
Phone: TEMPLE BAR 6458

Agmts for :

H.M.V.,
Records
H.M.V., Polydor, Columbia, ParlophoneRecords
Needlesused
used
Fibre Needles
Only Fibre

Record Guaranteed
unplayed
Every Record
Guaranteed unp!ayed
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